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ABSTRACT
This research developed a method for autonomous operation of an inverter-coupled
energy storage system for safe islanding– re-energization – and reconnection of the
facility-island or microgrid to the utility / distribution circuit in a seamless manner in the
event of a fault. This enables the energy storage system to function as an autonomous
source within the utility power distribution system without the need to re-engineer the
existing protection coordination in the distribution system. Fault detection based on
voltage measurements from the inverter terminals are used to detect a fault and isolate the
energy storage-powered facility with negligible power feed into the fault. The voltagefrequency modulation capability of the inverter is used to effect a controlled power
restoration to the islanded facility which limits the motor starting inrush or the load
pickup current to a predefined value. A subsequent reconnection to the main source /
utility takes place when the islanded network is phase- and voltage-matched with the
utility grid or the main source generator. The method is termed as “Fault-Aware-SoftRestart” and is shown to be completed within a time period which can be as low as 0.5 s
and is able to limit the inrush current to 150% of the nominal value. The controlled
energization and synchronous reconnection of the energy storage-powered island,
inherently avoids breaker reclosing transients and consequent false trips which degrades
equipment reliability and lifetime. Voltage dips experienced by nearby customers and
delayed-voltage-recovery effect caused by motor starting inrush resulting from generally
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practiced restoration procedures in industrial plants are also avoided.
Decreasing cost of microsources such as microturbines, photovoltaics, and fuel cells
combined with the growing demand for electrically powered commodities, against the
limited capacity of centralized power generation has caused increased number of
installations of distributed energy resources. Large scale (utility) battery energy storages
up to 50 MW capable of providing - area power quality regulation to service reliability
(UPS), are already installed and are reported in recent literatures. To prevent relay
desensitization due to current infeed, and asynchronous reclosing, operational restrictions
are imposed which offset the benefits of these energy storage systems. This work shows
that by embedding appropriate controls into the energy storage inverter, both the major
problems of unwanted fault-feeding and service restoration of “dead” circuits can be
avoided. This innovation is the key toward enabling a plug‐and‐play environment in
which many micro sources can operate harmoniously with one another with a minimum
of expensive, custom site engineering.
Effectiveness of this method is proved for an industrial power network which suffers
large financial losses caused by power interruptions. The method ensures personnel
safety, and has the potential to avoid costs due to process downtime, motor startup and
additional charges due to power quality problems during across-the-line starts. The test
scenarios also include a shipboard MVAC power system in which the method is shown to
provide a safe, fast and robust service restoration to a load zone. The method is shown to
be very effective for such autonomous offshore power system, where improving system
reliability and survivability with limited resources is much more challenging.
The dissertation also shows a method to model the electrical characteristics of a
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distributed generation power system during the different stages of service restoration
using the soft-restart method. Assortment of load types in a facility, their startup current
behavior during different stages of restoration and their diversity factors are taken into
account for the model. Design parameters such as: energy requirement, location and
inverter-size, as well as the power quality indices for the distributed generation system
can be estimated from the model to devise the appropriate operating algorithm for the
energy storage system module.
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH


Developed the methodologies for an inverter-interfaced distributed energy resource
installed in a distributed generation system so that it can operate as a self-controlled
entity in the system and yet appear harmless to the existing protection in the area
electric power system.



Developed the method for effecting an automatic and controlled power restoration
following a fault, to the facility loads which may be an industrial plant, residential
load-center or an MVAC load-zone in an electric ship, followed by a fast and
seamless transfer of the loads to the main power source or utility.



Demonstrated the effectiveness and benefits of a “fault-aware-soft-restart” method
for an industrial plant of the size of a few megawatts, or an offshore autonomous
microgrid by improving reliability of equipment and continuous service.



Shows the method to model the electrical characteristics of a distributed generation
power system comprising of a variety of connected loads/facilities during the
different stages of power restoration.

1.2. MOTIVATION
1.2.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT
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Emergence of smaller generating systems, including internal combustion engines,
microturbines, photovoltaics, and fuel cells, has brought evolutionary changes in the
regulatory and operational climate of traditional electric utilities. The electricity industry
is at a tipping point where the accelerating pace of change is creating opportunities for
disruption. This is caused by two decades of energy policy and industry structural
changes combined with accelerating social and technological evolution. The result is
significant changes in the economics, operation, structure and regulation of the electric
industry. Today, industry leaders and emerging business are developing strategies and
new business models to succeed in this transformation. In this regard, ensuring system
protection as well as flexibility in terms of power maneuvering has remained a challenge.
Centralized power transmission capacities are fast approaching their maximum limits,
while customer side power demand along with the energy cost is on the rise. In this
context, distributed energy resources–small power generators typically located at sites
where their generated electric and thermal energy is used–are a promising option to meet
growing customer needs for economic and reliable electric power. In addition to
generators, the distributed energy resources portfolio also includes energy storage and
load control for which DGs are essentially embedded into the traditional generationtransmission-distribution system. However, this fast changing load-source architecture
now has to be backed-up by either, an upgrade of the line equipment and protection
circuitry or, enforcing regulatory and operational restrictions on these microsources.
These restrictions limit the capability of DGs and offset their benefits as auxiliary and
modifiable resources.
Figure 1.1 shows a DG inserted into the end of a feeder line, and Figure 1.2 shows the
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instantaneous voltage and current characteristics in the event of a fault on the feeder.
Referring to Figure 1.2, the major impacts of a DG on the protection and the power
quality of the bulk system in the event of a fault can be distinguished into 3 different
time-events. These are summarized in Figure 1.2

B1

B2

B3

B4

DG

Utility Source

Fault
Loads

Loads

Islanded
loads
powered
by DG

Figure 1.1: Distributed Generation inserted into the traditional radial distribution feeder.
Fault
cleared

Breaker
Reclose

Line Current
(p.u.)

Bus Voltage
(p.u.)

Fault
occurs

t1

Loads drop-off and loses diversity

Current infeed from DG:
* Desensitization of relays of
upstream breakers
* Fault-feeding by DGs causing
damage to protection equipment

to

t2

Time (s)

t3

* Motor stalling
* Fault-induced-voltage-recovery effect
* Possible voltage collapse

Figure 1.2:: Sequence of events and associated problems that occur due to insertion of
DG in the feeder in the event of a fault.
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Table 1.1: Impact of DG(s) on the power system during the different sequence of a fault
event .
Time
Period
t0 –t1

t1 –t2

t2 –t3

Typical Time
Frame
3-5 cycles (0.05 –
0.08 s)
This is the time
needed for AC
circuit breakers to
operate.

Voltage and Current
Characteristic
Voltage Sags to a very
low value due to high
fault current flowing
into the fault.

0.3 – few seconds
This is the typical
duty of medium
voltage
circuit
breakers.

There may be some
residual voltage in the
line due to motors and
capacitors that decays
with time depending on
inertia of the system.

–

Few seconds -- few
minutes.
This is the Load
pick up time after a
successful reclosing.

Voltage dips occur
during this period due
to load-pick-up currents
which may be 5-6 times
the nominal current.

–

–
–
–

–
–

–

–

Effects on Protection/Line and System
Loads
DGs react to the voltage sag by feeding
power into the circuit.
Desensitizes upstream feeder relays
causing a non-operation of the breaker.
Feeds the fault with additional current,
prolonging the arcing time and may
damage the protection equipment.
Loads drop-off quickly as the circuit is deenergized.
Industrial processes are interrupted causing
financial losses.
Depending on the duration of the outage,
loss of load diversity in residential
networks causes difficulty in service
restoration.
High starting inrush currents for motors
require the upstream line-equipment and
transformers to be 5-6 kVA per motor hp.
Over-stresses the thermal and electrical
limits of line-equipment and protection
circuitry.
Causes
fault-induced-delayed-voltagerecovery effect and may cause a voltage
collapse.

This research provides a method and the control algorithm for an inverter-coupled
energy storage system to mitigate the three most significant protection problems in a
distributed generation system, which is:
1.

Reduced reach of protection relays (or desensitization of relays) due to connection of
DG sources, which may cause protection devices to fail.

2.

Fault-feeding by the inverter-coupled energy resources which has failed to trip
themselves offline in the event of a fault.

3.

Difficulty (or failure) of service restoration to highly loaded distribution circuits
following an interruption which were originally powered by distributed resources.
The three most important problems mentioned above are described briefly in the
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following sections.

1.2.2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
1.2.2.1.

REDUCED REACH OF PROTECTION RELAYS

To illustrate the impact of DG on its feeder’s overcurrent relay performance, the
prototype feeder in Figure 1.3 is used. The feeder’s load is assumed to be equally
distributed along the feeder. The feeder is protected with an over-current relay, R, and is
supplied from the substation.

Figure 1.3: A seven-node (radial) distribution circuit.
Since relays are set to protect a certain distance of the feeder, the presence of a DG will
reduce the reach of the OC relay, thus leaving medium impedance faults at the end of the
feeder undetected. The phenomenon is explained using Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5 for a
total feeder load of 6 MVA, with a 600 kW DG operating at 0.9 pf connected at bus 6.
Before connecting the DG to the feeder, a fault at bus 7 with Rf = 10.4 Ω will create a
current at the relay = 710 amps, and the relay will trip. After connecting the DG, the same
fault will create a fault current at the relay of 650 amps, thus the relay will not trip. Figure
3 represents the maximum fault resistance at each bus that will create fault current that
can still be detected by the relay at each bus with the DG connected at bus 6. The
reduction in reach is increased with the amount of power injected by the DG. For a
5

specific Rf as the DG power increase the relay reach decrease, until the whole feeder
becomes unprotected against that specific fault resistance [1]-[3].

Figure 1.4: Reduced reach for relay R, due
to DG infeed.

Figure 1.5: Example case showing
“desensitizing” effect on relay R.

[1]-[11] have analyzed the impact of DGs on voltage profiles and protection
coordination of distribution feeders. Their analysis shows limitations on the maximum
capacity of DGs to maintain existing protection coordination. [1],[3],[7] and [9] provides
procedure to calculate allowable DG size to maintain existing protection coordination as
well as reap economic benefits in lieu of available DG technologies.
This research provides a guideline by which the protection settings at the distribution
feeder will remain unaffected with the installation of an inverter coupled DG, and without
imposing size and regulatory restrictions on the DG connection.
1.2.2.2.

FAULT-FEEDING BY THE DG(S) IN THE EVENT OF “FAILURE TO TRIP”

One of the major impacts of an inverter-coupled energy storage system on a feeder will
be during the fault conditions, as they will contribute to the fault current. Aside from its
impact on the protection relay settings of the feeder, the inverter coupled energy storage
mischievously contributes to the fault current and may cause a destructive failure of
protection equipment.
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Ideally, all DGs would disconnect before the first reclosing attempt of (fault-clearing)
CBs so that the utility fault clearing equipment can proceed normally.

Figure 1.6: CBEMA curve and tripping boundary for DERs according to Std: 1547-2008
and Std. 446-1995 [12], [13], and a typical CB operating duty [14]-[16].
Figure 1.6 illustrates the operational restrictions imposed on DGs to prevent
desensitization of relays due to current infeed, and prevent asynchronous reclosure on to
an islanded network. The important points to note from Figure 1.6 are:


DGs operating in “co-generation” mode must be successfully disconnected
before the first reclosing attempt of line CBs occur (shown by the red dashed
lines).



Even a fast clearing fault (self-clearing, or cleared by CB in 3 cycles) cannot
prevent voltage sensitive loads to drop-out according to the CBEMA curve
[12].



If the voltage tolerance boundary of equipment is modified to sustain operation
during short interruptions, an automatic reclosing of CBs will occur after about
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0.3 s. Since the ESS is tripped off to avoid asynchronous reclosure with the live
bus, motor starting inrush and associated voltage depression cannot be avoided.
In general, the operation and control of an inverter-coupled DG are essentially based
upon the thevenin equivalent circuit seen from its terminals.
(1.1)
(1.2)
Where, Yth is the thevenin equivalent admittance seen from inverter terminals,
Vth and Iinv are the inverter terminal voltage and output current respectively and
Pinv_ref : the inverter output power reference calculated from Vth and Iinv.

Vg
Pref
Qref

Power
Controller

Iinv
Iref

Current
Controller

Xl
Inverter
source PCC

Figure 1.7: General inverter control scheme.
Generally, inverter controls consist of a fast current control loop nested under a
comparatively slower outer voltage control loop that generates the current references for
the inner control loop as shown in Figure 1.7. The response of the inverter to a
disturbance on the system during the subtransient period is as follows:
1. A new current reference is generated by the outer power control loop which is a
function of the measured system voltage (Vg), and the commanded reference power
(Pref, Qref).
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(

)

(1.3)

2. The inner current control loop immediately starts responding to the generated
reference and is only limited by the controller saturation limits.
In (1.3), although

and

can be kept constant, when the inverter’s power

output command is externally controlled,

depends on the voltage measurement. As a

result any voltage fluctuation is countered by an increased power output by the DG to
compensate for the voltage. This behavior often has negative consequences in the cases
of inverter coupled energy sources. Inverters having no inertia in their output, responds
immediately to changes in the ac power system by injecting power into the system. If a
fault-induced voltage sag seen by the inverter at its terminals is not low enough, or the
output current is not high enough, it may fail to trip offline and continue to feed the fault.
The consequences are:
In addition to the problem of desensitizing or inducing the effect of “reduced reach” of
the protection relays (as described in the previous section), an increase in fault current
due to the DG infeed causes the fault arc to continue to burn causing more damage to
conductors and insulators. Even for restorable insulation, reliability and lifetime of
equipment are greatly reduced resulting in the fact that the chances of future failures will
be greater.
If the DG fails to trip offline before the breaker attempts its first reclose, the
asynchronous reclosing causes unnecessary short-circuit forces through transformers, line
equipment and customer equipment [16].
In this research take advantage of these highly reliable interconnection protection
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relays and communication links to operate the islanding breaker enabling the operation
sequence: fault-detection – islanding and restoration – synchronous reclosing to transfer
the load zone back to the utility.
1.2.2.3.

DIFFICULTY (OR FAILURE) OF SERVICE RESTORATION IN A DISTRIBUTION
CIRCUIT FOLLOWING AN INTERRUPTION.

One of the biggest challenges in a deregulated power system where the DGs are
configured to work as dispatchable units, is during service restoration following a fault.
This happens due to the loss of load diversity following the interruption, and the absence
of the DG sources which had to be disconnected prior to initiating the restoration. The
severity of the problem depends upon duration of outage, connected loads, local weather,
habits of user and thermal characteristics of the loads. Figure 1.8 shows the load current
behavior following a power outage in a utility grid on the southeastern United States. The
load before the interruption was 144 A, and when the transformer was re-energized a
peak current of 960 amperes was recorded which was 6.7 times the pre-outage current.
The ratio of the two current levels at 1 s and 10 s is approximately 2:1. Also the load
diversity started to take effect in approximately 1000 seconds [21].
The above phenomenon is popularly known as “Cold Load Pick Up” in the utility and
may often cascade into a bigger problem if not recovered quickly. The high load pick-up
currents mainly produced by motor starting inrush of HVAC units in residential
communities or line-connected motors in industries causes:
1. The fault induced voltage recovery (FIDVR) effect, and consequently
2. Load-shedding to prevent a possible voltage collapse.
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Figure 1.8: Current through transformer following re-energization [21].
Figure 1.9 illustrates the FIDVR effect due to restarting of loads in a residential
community in California consisting of a large percentage of air-conditioning (A/C) loads.
During restart, compressor motors in the A/C units draws 5-6 times its steady-state
current, but are unable to restart against the full head of pressure resulting in further
depression of system voltage until tripped by the thermal overload relay.
Air-conditioning (A/C) loads can be as much as 50% of the summer load in some areas
[22]. Equation (1.4) can be used to calculate the minimum voltage required to
successfully restart HVAC units [23].

√
(1.4)
Above equation is formulated from the relation:
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Figure 1.9: AC Stall Voltage Signature during FIDVR (reproduced from [24]).

(1.5)
If most of the motors in a system are of the standard design-B type, the minimum
voltage required to restart from stalled condition is
assumes the conditions:
condition and,

= 82 %. This value

: fully loaded compressor motor in the post-fault
: required starting torque for design-B motors.

Also the minimum tolerable voltage required to prevent a running motor from
decelerating to a stalled condition can be calculated as:

(1.6)

√
Where:

: assuming a fully loaded compressor motor, and

: pull-out torque for design-B motors.
Although, undervoltage relays for motor contactors are conventionally set between 7580% to prevent motor stalling problem, a sustained voltage dip below 0.9 p.u at the area
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electric power system (Area EPS) may cause powering down or drop-off of consumer
equipment on the Area EPS bus. The voltage recovery that takes several seconds may
eventually lead to a cascaded voltage collapse and even a blackout [24]-[26].
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CHAPTER 2
2. CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART TO MITIGATE PROTECTION PROBLEMS IN

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION
2.1. STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES TO PREVENT FAULT-FEEDING AND
ASYNCHRONOUS RECLOSURE
A fast fault detection technique for inverter-coupled DGs which can be applied to any
system is hard to realize as fault and load characteristics vary widely. Usually an invertercoupled DG is equipped with a protection scheme that turns itself off when the current
reaches its maximum limit. This limit is generally twice the rated inverter current. A lowvoltage turn off can also be implemented, but its response is slower than the currentbased protection. The biggest problem of a current (or voltage) based turn-off is for highimpedance or distant faults which may not trigger the inverter trip-off. [2],[3] shows a
method to extend the conventional fault analysis methods, so that an inverter-coupled DG
contribution can be estimated. The method also defines the condition based on the line
parameters of the bulk system for which the inverter will be able to trip off successfully.
Present practices to prevent the inverter-coupled DG to feed a fault is based upon a fast
disconnection from the bulk power system based upon the voltage measurement at its
terminals. The requirements are defined in the standard 1547.2 and is given in Table 2.1.
[13].
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Table 2.1: Interconnection System Response to Abnormal Voltages [13]:
Voltage range
(% of the base voltage)
V<50
50<V<88
110<V<120
V>120

Clearing time (s)
0.16
2.00
1.00
0.16

One of the consequences of a failure to trip-off the DG is the danger of reclosing on to
an out-of-phase network powered by the DG. The reclosers in the feeder have been
designed to operate on a timer-based duty, assuming a “dead-bus” condition in the
network to which it is reclosing on to. This supposedly de-energized load-zone is now
energized by the DG, if it had failed to disconnect before the first reclosing attempt of the
breaker.
Island-detection techniques described in literatures [29]-[31] provides a method for fast
detection and prevention of DGs from operating independently. Typically, since islanded
operation of DGs were not allowed due to lack of technical and regulatory standards until
recently, so there has been a substantial amount of technological developments in the
successful detection of islanded systems [29]-[32]. Unless there is mutual agreement
between utility and the DG owner, islanded operation is not allowed because of safety
hazards; and DGs being a weak source, unable to provide acceptable power quality to
customers. The detection methods for anti-islanding mainly utilizes frequency relays
(81U/O) to detect the slip frequency (fslip), acceleration (dfslip/dt), and vector shift relays
(popularly known as phasor measurement and control units, PMCUs) to enable a widearea or remote detection capability. PMCUs provide synchronized measurement of
voltage and current phasors using wireless communication link or GPS to a
synchrophasor vector processor (SVP) that executes the logic for detecting islanded
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condition and disconnect the system. These PMCU based units rely upon the timestamping provided by GPS and are popularly used at the transmission level. Both widearea and local area measurements are utilized to detect islanding and monitoring [31].

Typical DG
Interconnection relays

51 67 46 47 50
32 59 27
81U/
O

25

Typical protection relays
in distribution system

SCADA
Access

Tx/
Rx

Radio/Optical Fiber/
Copper Wire

Tx/
Rx

79

Lighting
Loads

Figure 2.1: Wide-area based antiislanding protection of a power system
(Reproduced from [30])

Bus_DG

M

Motor
Load(s)

25

81U/
O

79

CB_1

DG

51 67 50
32 59 27

CB_2

Utility
Source

Faults/
Disturbances

Loads

Figure 2.2: Typical protection relays in a
distributed generation power system [29],[31] [32].

Figure 2.1 shows a typical islanding protection based on wide-area measurement.
Time-synchronized measurement of voltage and current phasors are obtained from
PMCU1 and 2 using some form of communication link and transmitted to SVP which
executes logic for detecting the island sends out switching signals for CB relays [29] [31]. Table 2.2 shows the function of the different types of relays used in protection
equipment including sequence detection and under/over voltage/frequency based island
detection.
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Table 2.2: Explanation of relay numbers [29].
Relay Number
21
25
27
27N
32
40
46
47
50
50N
51N
51V
59
59I
59N
60FL
67
79
81U/O
81R
87
LOM

Application / Function
distance
synchronizing
undervoltage
neutral undervoltage
directional power
loss of excitation
neg. seq. current
neg. seq. voltage
instantaneous overcurrent
neutral instantaneous overcurrent
neutral time overcurrent
voltage-restrained overcurrent
overvoltage
instantaneous overvoltage
neutral overvoltage
voltage transformer fuse failure
directional overcurrent
reclosing
frequency (under and over)
rate of change of frequency
differential
loss of mains

At the distribution level, monitoring and remote reconfiguration are easily provided
through communication links such as radio, optical fiber or telephone wires.
Commercially available relays uses the latest advances in network-based communication
technologies, including Ethernet, IEC 61850 and traditional supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) protocols [31]. Such intertie protection relays and communications
are shown in Figure 2.2. Voltage signals are supplied from each bus and communicated
through the links to allow remote monitoring and reconfiguration of protection
equipment.
Some of the disadvantages of the anti-islanding methods described in literatures [29]-
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[31] are:
1. The local-area measurement based detection which relies upon the slip frequency
(fslip), acceleration (dfslip/dt), may take up to 0.3 ~ 0.5 s. This may exceeds the
breaker reclosing time of 0.3 s.
2. The element response for a wide-area measurement based detection, is also slow
which is about ~1 s, and exceeds the time interval for the first reclosing attempt of
the breaker [31].
3. Also the methods are highly dependent upon the communication technology which
is undesirable.
For industrial power networks, or process line circuitry, where a substantial line
voltage may be sustained due to high inertia motors, the following practices exists to
avoid reclosing on to a bus with motor residual voltages:
1. Use a timer to delay restoration, so that motor internal voltages can decay to a safe
level (known from actual tests).
2. Use a voltage sensor to delay restoration until the internal voltage generated by the
motor(s) has dropped below some threshold (typically 25% of rated voltage).
3. Use a high-speed under-frequency relay (81U) for motors with low inertia or heavy
loading to detect the outage and trip the motor before supply voltage is restored [19].
The problems in this case is that, all of the above practices use delayed restoration
resulting in increased power failure cost due to extended process downtime. Also the
costs and complications for service restoration is high as the motor have to be reenergized from an idle condition.

2.2. PRACTICES AND REGULATIONS FOR SERVICE RESTORATION
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Under voltage load shedding (UVLS) is the most prevalent practice to avoid a
widespread voltage collapse following a fault especially when the bulk of the system load
consists of “stall-prone” HVAC motors. UVLS scheme is designed based upon the P-V
curve shown in Figure 2.3 also known as “nose-curve” by system planning engineers.
The settings and design of UVLS is carried out cooperatively by relay engineers and
system planners. Pre-selected groups of loads are shed when local voltage drops to a
designated level most often 89-94% with several second delay [25].

Figure 2.3: “Nose-curve” for a particular system adopted by system planning engineers to
prevent a possible voltage collapse [25].
In a distributed generation scenario, a remedy is to use the DG sources to establish
sufficient load diversity before reconnecting to the utility source. Recent literatures [33] [42] have shown the effectiveness of using distributed resources as a supplemental source
to establish the required load diversity through a “bottom-up” approach. In this approach
the system is first divided into subsystem islands, each with black-start capability. Then,
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each subsystem is stabilized, and eventually interconnected [34].
In this research we have shown a safe and robust method to seamlessly energize and
reconnect an inverter interfaced distributed generation island into the grid following a
fault.
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CHAPTER 3
3. BACKGROUND ON GRID-TIED ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
Interest in electrical energy storage systems tied into the terrestrial or off-shore
autonomous grids are increasing as the opportunities for their application become more
compelling in an industry with a back-drop of ageing assets, increasing distributed
generation and a desire to transform networks into Smart Grids [37]. This chapter
discusses benefits, application range and limitations of grid-tied energy storage systems
(ESSs). The chapter also compares the functionalities offered by a commercially
available ESS, with that of the proposed ESS with fault-aware-soft-restart capability.

3.1. APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS OF GRID-TIED ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
Application of energy storage to distribution network, benefits customers, supply
companies, and generation operator (conventional and DG) in several ways. Previous
studies and a series of reports from Sandia National Laboratories assesses the cost–
benefit of trans- mission and distribution upgrade deferral in addition to improving power
quality [37]-[45]. Drawn from a survey of the above literature, the areas where energy
storage systems can be applied can be summarized as:


Electric (grid-supplied) energy time shift



Transmission capacity deferral



Voltage support and area power quality regulation
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Transmission congestion relief



Substation on-site power for switching, communication and control equipment



Time-of-use and demand charge management (peak shifting)



Service reliability (UPS or back-up power)



Renewables energy time shift, capacity firming and demand charge management



Wind/Solar integration into grid [38].
Large scale battery energy storage in the range of 10~20 MW, already installed are

reported in [39],[40], [43] and are primarily installed to provide: spinning reserve (15-20
mins) and system stabilization [39]. An example of the use of ESSs at the distribution
level to mitigate voltage dips is the PREPA 20 MW Battery Project [46]. Also an
example, signifying the importance of back-up power using energy storage for an
industry is reported in [39] where it has been concluded that, a BESS in an aluminum
industry in San Diego, can effectively prevent “freeze-up” of the produced aluminum
cells during power outages.
Some heavy industries such as Pulp and Paper (80-300 MW) commonly generate a
fraction (20%) of their own energy onsite. Apart from the use of these generators to
operate in islanded mode to power part of the plant, they also have the capability to
provide a “black-start” for service restoration [35]. Such black-start units (BSU) can also
be a part of the distribution level power system and are typically about 10% of the full
capacity resulting in a low fault current capacity.
The focus area in this research are comparatively smaller sized energy storage systems
in the range of a few hundred kW to a few MW appropriate for load support and
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autonomous operation of a facility or a circuit island. This type of modular and scalable
storage systems are now commercially available targeted for applications ranging from
peak load support to PQ control [44].

3.2. OPERATIONAL RESTRICTIONS ON GRID-TIED ENERGY STORAGE
SYSTEMS
Potential of Energy Storage Systems reported in studies [37] -[46], are not fully utilized
due to the grid regulations described in [13]. These regulations have enabled reclosers to
have “single-shot” type designs to operate in a live-bus/dead-line condition during
service restorations [47]. The major problems caused by ESS infeed are discussed in
Chapter-1.
The restrictions imposed on the ESSs, limit its capability and offset their benefits as
auxiliary and modifiable resources. However, with recent advancements in power
electronic interfaces, large scale ESSs are allowed to operate in islanded mode with a
mutual agreement between ESS owner and utility [45]. This has also provoked the
interconnection standard Std. 1547.2-2008 to be revised to accommodate islanded
operation of DGs within the newly developed grid regulations. Recently published IEEE
Standard 1547.4 provides a guideline to facilitate intentional islanding for a distributed
generation system [48]. But still the full potential of these systems are not utilized to
provide the functionalities for:
1. Fault detection based on local measurements, to prevent fault-feeding.
2. Limit starting inrush current during restoring power to the islanded load zone to
improve system reliability and service continuity.
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Taking advantage of the fast dynamics of the inverter, the above functionalities can be
easily provided to mitigate the major protection and power quality problems encountered
by the bulk power system.

3.3. FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON BETWEEN A COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
ESS AND THE DEVELOPED ESS WITH FAULT AWARE SOFT RESTART
CAPABILITY
Table 3.1 compares a commercially available energy storage system with the developed
energy storage system in terms of their offered functionalities.
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Table 3.1: Functional comparison between a commercially available ESS and the ESS
with Fault-Aware-Soft-Restart capability introduced in this research [39],[44],[45],[48].
Commerci
ally
Available
ESS

ESS with
FaultAwareSoftRestart
Capability

Electric energy time shift

Yes

Yes

Power quality. Including
voltage
support
and
frequency regulation

Yes

Yes

Transmission
deferral and
relief

capacity
congestion

Yes

Yes

Emergency back-up or UPS
operation

Yes

Yes

Usually can support the EPS for less
than an hour.

Connection with the utility
maintained, in the event of
a fault

No

Yes

ESS with FASR goes to current
limiting
mode
rather
than
disconnecting through a breaker.

Detects the fault to prevent
possible fault-feeding.

No

Yes

ESS with FASR uses voltage
measurement from its terminals to
detect the fault and prevent feeding
power into the fault.

Controls starting inrush
current when restoring
power to the EPS (or
island).

No

Yes

Uses a controllable V/Hz ramp to
avoid starting transients and inrush
currents.

Fault detection to prevent
unnecessary
close-open
operations of system circuit
breakers on to faulted
circuit
using
communication channels.

No

Yes

Synchronize with the utility
/ main source following the
restoration

Yes

Yes

Functions

Comments

This is also known as Time of Use
Management, or Peak Shaving.

Since inrush current is controlled by
the ESS inverter, the power density
requirements for the storage elements
are not as stringent as in the case for
commercially available ESS.
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A fast fault detection method
incorporated into the inverter controls,
allows it to assume a power limiting /
turn-off mode and prevent current
infeed to the system.

CHAPTER 4
4. RESEARCH GOALS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF FACILITY LOADS

4.1. RESEARCH GOALS
The key aspects of this research are:
1.

Demonstrate that the Fault-Aware-Soft-Restart method enables a grid-tied energy
storage system to comply with the power quality requirements that would be
acceptable from existing customers, and without the need for re-engineering the
protection settings of the protection equipment in the area electric power system t
which it is connected to.

2.

To develop controls for the energy storage inverter so that it will be able to restore
power to the facility in a controlled and “transient-free” manner so that the bulk
system can be restored quickly without stressing the thermal and electrical limits of
line equipment.

3.

Demonstrate that the method is effective for different types of facility: industrial,
residential and an offshore autonomous power system such as that of an electric ship.

4.2. LOAD CHARACTERISTICS
A system model characterizing the electrical characteristics of a grid-tied energy
storage system - powered facility island during power restoration will be discussed in
chapter-8. In this chapter we will characterize a residential, industrial and a shipboard
medium voltage AC power system based on their load distribution. This characterization
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is important, to validate the effectiveness of the soft-restart method for application in
different systems – residential/industrial/off-shore power systems.
The IEEE Std. 1547.4 provides the guidelines for design, operation and integration of
distributed resource island systems with electric power systems (EPS) [48]. Figure 4.1
shows the scope of intentional islanding in the distribution subsystem described in the
standard.

Figure 4.1: Examples of DG island systems described in IEEE Std. 1547.4 (Reproduced
from [48])
We consider a single facility island within the distribution susbsystem. The facility
island with its assorted loads is shown in Figure 4.2.
The basic difference between a residential and an industrial or an off shore facility is
the percentage of motor loads. Since an electrical characteristic of motors characterizes
the transient behavior of the system, so the percentage of motor loads in the island power
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system can be used to characterize the type of facility.
Facility Island
-Fault detection
-Starting inrush (ramp-up) control
-Sync with main source

Area
EPS

+

B1

B2

Fault
Energy Storage
System

Load Center

M

M

M
M

Small Motors
(Pms)

M

Large Motors
(PmL)

PM

PRL

PT

Figure 4.2: Facility Island with assorted loads.
Referring to Figure 4.2, we broadly classify the facility loads into the following:
1. PRL: These are the loads that represent applications such as: area lighting, space
heating, cooking, etc.
2. PM: These loads consists of both small (<50 hp) and large motors. Distribution,
sizes and connection of these motors to the circuit varies widely according to:
a. Applications
b. Size
c. Process reliability.
d. Restarting process which is generally dominated by personnel safety
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and their impact on power quality.
All motor loads are broadly categorized into large (PmL) and small (Pms) motors. It is
readily understood that an industrial and a shipboard power system will have a substantial
number of large motor loads, many of which are line connected. Some of the typical
applications of these motors are shown in Table 4.1 :
Table 4.1: Typical applications of motors in a facility load island.
Motors
Large (industrial)
motors

Connection Type

Typical applications
Chillers, Air -Compressors, Granulators,
Boiler Feed, Cooling Tower Fan

Line Connected

In Ships: Fire pumps.

(PmL)

Small motors

Electronically
Controlled (Motor
Drives)

Extruders, Conveyors.

Line Connected

Chilled water supply, Backing motors in
process control, Air Blower, Dryers.

In Ships: Propulsion, Thrusters.

(<50 hp)

In Ships: Recirculating pumps.

(Pms)

Pullers, Extruders.

Electronically
Controlled (Motor
Drives)

Air-conditioning, Heat pumps.

Motors are generally equipped with contactors that allow them to drop-off when the
voltage drops below a certain threshold and then reconnect using:
a. Timer to delay restoration (known from actual tests) or
b. When the voltage at the motor terminals decay to a low enough value (typically
25% of rated voltage) [19],[20].
The above methods are used to block any restart attempts until the motor residual
voltage has dropped below some threshold, so that an asynchronous reclosure on to the
motor residual voltage can be avoided.
Many large and small industrial motors are also manually restarted. A large percentage
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of such motors are found in production facilities such as: plastic/rubber manufacturing
plants. Manual restart procedure is preferred by these industries to ensure personnel
safety and avoid power quality problems.
We define a characterization parameter

to characterize the type of facility that is to

be powered by the energy storage system:
(4.1)

Where:
(4.2)
Table 4.2 shows the range of values of

for three different types of facilities

estimated from the data available in [21],[49],[50],[51]:
Table 4.2: Range of

for different type of loads:
Type of facility

Estimated value of
0.1 – 0.2
0.2
0.8-0.9
> 0.9

Residential Facility
Hotel
Industrial Facility (few MWs)
Ship Power System
Clearly a higher value of

means that the number of motor loads in the facility

island is higher, thus signifying the use of a soft-restart in that facility.
Some of the major power quality issues in a residential, industrial and a ship MVAC
load zone is discussed in the following sections, followed by a summary of the benefits
obtained from using a fault-aware-soft-restart.

4.3. SIGNIFICANCE OF FAULT-AWARE-SOFT-RESTART FOR DIFFERENT
FACILITIES
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4.3.1. INDUSTRIAL FACILITY
Industrial processes such as plastic or rubber production can suffer large financial
losses following power disruptions. In the USA there are about a hundred factories that
produce consumer plastic products in plants which are of the size of few megawatts [52].
A factory of this size have about 200 motors ranging from 0.5 – 300 hp, 35% of which
are line connected. In addition to direct production losses, there may also be costs
associated with wear and tear on power distribution equipment as a result of large inrush
currents (in motors, transformers, capacitors) during service restorations. Yang in [53]
has shown that system transients are also responsible for the highest number of failures of
electronic components. From a cash flow viewpoint, a rough estimate of the direct cost of
a power failure [54] is:
Cost = E + H + I

(4.3)

Where,
E = cost of labor for employees affected
H = scrap loss due to process failure
I = cost of startup.
From a strictly technical point of view, reducing the number of startups can minimize
this cost. In a manufacturing plant, generally there are separate buses for the lineconnected motors used for applications such as hot/cold water supply, chillers, dryers etc.
These motors are restarted manually following an outage to ensure safety, avoid voltage
dips, and equipment damage from starting inrush currents. However, the manual restart
(MR) process generally takes about 30-45 mins. Also, it requires careful consideration of
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the turning-on sequence and increased labor involvement which adds to the cost of power
failure. Installment of soft-starters is a possible solution to avoid penalties imposed by
power companies on the amount of current drawn and maximum number of starts per
hour or day [21],[55]. But, additional investments and the potential of injecting harmonic
currents which may aggravate the already-low power factor, discourages installment of
soft-starters for the line connected motors [23],[55].
The fault-aware-soft-restart can mitigate the aforementioned problems in an industrial
plant by avoiding motor starting inrush, startup costs, labor safety and additional
penalties imposed by the utility from voltage and power factor fluctuations.

4.3.2. RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
Impacts of power interruption are of different significance for a residential facility as
compared to an industrial facility. Restrictions and additional charges on peak current
draw and startup costs do not apply for residential customers as in the case for an
industrial plant. Also there is no requirement for “synchronized” operation of multiple
loads within the residential facility. Restoration of power to a residential facility
following an interruption is the biggest challenge for the power industry. With the
growing power demand, the bulk power systems are operated close to their design limits
making it more vulnerable to potential blackouts caused by system disturbances. The two
most commonly used restoration approaches are: the “bottom-up” and the “top-down”
restoration strategies. For the “top-down” approach the bulk power transmission system
is established first, using interconnection assistance or hydro-plants, followed by
subsequent energization of substations and resynchronization of generators. For the
“bottom-up” approach, the system is restored by islands first, and then mutually
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interconnected [34]. With increasing number of small-scale (few kWs for residential PV
systems) and utility-scale energy storages (1 – 50 MW) the “bottom-up” approach is an
effective way to restore power to residential loads. Using the fault-aware-soft-restart
method the “bottom-up” approach can be tailored to implement a seamless restoration
and reconnection to the utility within a few seconds without overloading the bulk power
system. The application of this method in a residential facility minimizes the effects of
starting inrush currents which leads to a delayed-voltage-recovery effect.

4.3.3. SHIPBOARD MVAC SYSTEM
Problems with power quality are of different significance as compared to the ones on a
continental power grid. Impacts on pricing relations (e.g. tariffs applied and penalties)
between utility and its clients do not apply for a ship system, where the most important
issue is the continuous operation of the system and its redundancy. A possible
malfunction or failure of line equipment carrying power to critical loads may lead to a
total loss of the vessel [50]. Present approach for reconfiguration and restoration in a ship
system involves fault isolation using directional overcurrent protection, followed by a
routine operation of some automatic bus transfer (ABT) switches to restore power
quickly to critical equipment. Load shedding system is incorporated into the power
management algorithm to ensure that loss of an operating paralleled generator will not
cause a possible black-out. This is generally done by remotely opening the breakers
connected to non-vital loads when generator overload is sensed. With this approach, a
fixed set of loads are shed which in most cases means that more loads are disconnected
than necessary to meet the reduced generation capacity and prevent possible motorstalling in nearby load-zones. Reclosing transients and starting inrush in many cases
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causes unwanted generator trip-offs and stalling of motors driving critical loads such as
steering equipment and fuel transfer pumps and may cause a substantial accident as the
one reported in [56].
New techniques to increase reliability of continuous service through automation of
functions in a ship electrical system are of high priority in the work plan of ESRDC in the
All Electric Ship Buildings sponsored by the US Navy [57]. Distributed energy storage
systems, in commercial cruise ships to protect critical applications such as emergency
lighting, navigation equipment, ship automation and HVAC applications against
disruptive power interruptions are in use for the last few years [58]. A distributed energy
storage configuration where energy storage units are available for individual load-zones,
gives much more reconfiguration flexibility and a robust restoration capability in the case
where a part of the ship has been damaged or hit. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the
fault-aware-soft-restart method, the zonal energy storage system is used to re-energize the
load zone, and then transfer the loads back to the main generator when the zone is phaseand voltage-matched to the main generator.

Table 4.3 summarizes the significance of using the fault-aware-soft-restart method for
the three major types of facility island.
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Table 4.3: Significance of Fault-Aware-Soft-Restart for different types of facilities.
System /
Facility Type
Residential
Facility

Industrial
Facility
Ship Power
System

Significance of Fault-Aware-Soft-Restart Method
– Provides a method to implement the “bottom-up” power
restoration strategy.
– Controls the inrush current into the circuit while energizing, to
improve system reliability.
– Avoids delayed voltage recovery effect, which may lead to a
voltage collapse.
– Controls the inrush current to avoid charges by the utility on peak
current draw.
– Avoid start-up costs and labor involvement.
– Automated process, restore power within seconds.
– Safely restores power to the load zone without overloading the
generators, improving system reliability and survivability.
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CHAPTER 5
5. TESTING OF THE SOFT-RESTART METHOD USING LARGE INDUSTRIAL

MOTORS
This chapter discusses the process of soft-restart for three large (>200 hp) industrial
motors of different sizes connected to the same bus as that of the energy storage system.
The energy storage system inverter is controlled in an open-loop configuration to produce
a linearly increasing V/Hz supply to pre-energize the motor load bus before transferring
the loads to the utility. The effect of the soft-restart method on the bus voltage, loadcurrent, torque and speed behavior of the motors is discussed. The speed and torque
evolution of each motor are also shown when they are fed from the same invertercontrolled energy source. This exemplifies the effectiveness of this method for
application in a load-zone / load-center containing assorted sizes of motor loads.

5.1. SOFT-RESTARTING ALGORITHM
We consider an industrial power network (IPN) that has a separate bus (IPN_Bus)
powering only the large motors and having a local ESS for emergency power as shown in
Figure 5.1. Islanded operation of this network is entertained in compliance with the
standard 1547-2008 [13],[18]. Three induction motors (IMs) with different inertia
constants are considered to study the effectiveness of the method. PMCU1 is located at
Bus-1 which supervises the relay operation for CB1 and 2. While the computing and
communication delays associated with the SVP are important, we assume that these can
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be fast enough to not adversely affect our results.

Figure 5.1: Industrial power network with energy storage system and remote
communication link.

5.1.1. CIRCUIT BREAKERS OPERATING SEQUENCE
We consider an external three-phase-to-ground fault (Flt-A) occurring somewhere
between CB1 & 2. It is assumed CB1, CB2 and CB_dg operating requirements have been
jointly developed by the utility and the ESS owner. The tripping operation of line
protection equipment complies with Std. 1547, and the motor load contactors CB_M1,
CB_M2 and CB_M3 comply with the requirements described in Std C37.96-2000 and
Std 242-1986. The following steps take place during SR operation:
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 CB1 and CB2 trips following Flt-A in response to overcurrent relay (67).
 CB_dg also trips within 0.16s in response to either the undervoltage relay (27) or the
fault back-feed detection relay (67, 51V or 51N) [19],[25].
 With the SR mode activated, CB1 & 2 operation will be dictated by the control signals
from PMCU1 thus preventing their automatic reclose. Following the tripping operation
(described in 1 and 2), only CB_dg will be reclosed and the ESS inverter will powerup the IPN_Bus using an open-loop constant V/Hz control with the ESS inverter. This
is in contrast to the conventional operating sequence where CB1 and CB2 will each
attempt to reclose after 0.3s (considering the typical operating duty of medium voltage
circuit breakers [14] and in accordance to ANSI c37.09).
 When IPN_Bus frequency and voltage is within the tolerance levels to reconnect with
the grid, the ramp-up process ends. The IPN_Bus frequency (and voltage) is
maintained at its final value for a few cycles to allow the motors to settle down to their
nominal speeds.
 Synchronization process is then started by stepping up the frequency of the ESS
inverter. The voltage phase from PMCU1 (Φ1) and inverter terminals (Φ2) are now
used to detect

through SVP. When Φ becomes zero, SVP generates

a the signal for PMCU1 which drives the service restoration relay 25 to reclose CB1 &
2 and trip-off CB_dg. This transfers the load on the IPN_Bus to the utility source.
Figure 5.2 shows the operational flowchart for the soft-restart algorithm based on the
system shown.

5.1.1.

OPERATING SEQUENCE OF CBS FOR THE TEST CASES:
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Following are the steps that take place during the SR method (also shown in Figure
5.2): A self-clearing 10 cycle 3-phase-to-ground fault (Flt-A) is applied between CB1 and
CB2 at tflt = 3 s.
Start

Flt-A detection by undervoltage relay
(27) causes CB_dg to trip.
CB1 and CB2 also trips to clear the fault.

Is “Soft Reclose”
activated?

No

Yes
Prevent auto-reclose of CB1 and CB2.
Reclose CB_dg.

CB1 and CB2 are
reclosed according to
their default setting.

Energize of IPN_Bus using Open Loop V/Hz
control until line frequency reaches 60 Hz.

No

End

Is IPN_Bus
frequency=60Hz?
Yes

Start Sync process by Increasing
frequency of ESS Inverter
Yes
No

Is the phase
difference=0?
Yes
Reclose CB1 and CB2,
and trip off CB_dg

End

Figure 5.2: Operational flowchart for the Soft-Restarting process.
 Considering an interrupting time of 3 cycles for CB1 & 2, Flt-A is cleared at tCBss_open
= tflt + 3/60 = 3.05 s.
 With conventional reclosing method CB1 & 2 are reclosed after 0.3 s i.e at 3.3 s.
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 When SR mode is selected, CB_dg is closed and power ramp-up of IPN_Bus starts
after 3 s, at tsr_start = tCBss_open + 3 s = 6.05 s.
 A ramp-up time of Tramp = 2 s is selected for the SR method. This produces a linearly
increasing V/Hz source with 196 V/s and 30 Hz/s, voltage and frequency slopes
respectively. The IPN_Bus reaches 60 Hz and rated voltage of V LL = 480 V at tsr_end =
tsr_start + Tramp = 8.05 s.
 The synchronizing process starts by stepping up the inverter frequency (fESS) by 0.5 Hz
at tsync = tsr_end + 0.1 s = 8.15 s.


Depending on the phase difference between Vbus1 and VIPN_bus phase-synchronization
will occur within:
(5.1)

Where fgrid = 60 Hz and fESS = 60.5 Hz.


In our simulation the matched phase occurs at 8.76 s for case 1 and case 2. A true
value for a matched phase drives the relays to reclose CB1 & 2 and trips off CB_dg to
transfer the load to utility source.
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Figure 5.3: Time graph of operating sequence for CBs.

5.2. SIMULATION RESULTS
All simulations are done in Matlab Simulink to validate the SR method using the
system shown in Figure 5.1
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. System
and motor parameters are given in Table 5.1.
Three industrial grade squirrel cage IMs in the same bus with typical load inertias are
used for simulation tests [59]. The following two test cases are considered to understand
system behavior and advantages of SR method over the conventional method:
Case-I:

Using only motor M3 (800 HP, H=0.164 s) as load, conventional and SR
method are compared, and motor speed, torque, stator current and bus
voltage are studied.

Case-II:

Only M1 (600 HP, H=0.145 s) and M2 (200 HP, H=0.1086 s) are used and
started at the same time using conventional and SR methods. Motor
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speeds, torque oscillations, line current and bus voltage are studied.
Table 5.1: System and Motor Parameters
Parameters
Base Power (kVA)
Base Voltage (V)
Motors
Rated power (HP)
PF (at rated speed)
Voltage (V)
Frequency (Hz)
Rated Current (A)
Rated Speed (rpm)
Number of poles
Rotor+Load Inertia (kgm2)
H (s)
Load Constant Bl
(N.m/(rad/s)2)
Rs (Ω)
Rr (Ω)
LLs (H)
LLr (H)
Lm (H)

Values
600
480
M1
600
0.8
480
60
1732
1780
4
6

M2
200
0.8
480
60
577
890
8
4

M3
800
0.8
480
60
2308
1786
4
6

0.145
0.07618

0.1086
0.192

0.164
0.1097

0.0076
0.006
0.000178
0.0001
0.0049

0.0229
0.018
0.000534
0.000313
0.0147

0.0057
0.0045
0.000371
0.0000078
0.0037

5.2.1. LOAD MODEL
A simple pump type load is considered. The load torque on the shaft is defined by
N-m

(5.2)

Where, ωm : rotor speed in rad/s,
Bl : Load constants in N.m/(rad/s)2, with values given in Table 5.1.

5.2.2. M3 START UP WITH CONVENTIONAL AND SOFT-RESTARTING
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 shows start-up characteristic of M3 with conventional and
soft reclosing.
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Figure 5.4: Motor M3 restart with conventional reclosing causing high starting inrush
currents and torque transients.
Figure 5.4 shows the large inertia does not allow the motor to reach zero speed before
the first reclosing of CB1 and CB2 is attempted. The starting current inrush of about 5 p.u
is also accompanied by a 2 p.u torque pulsation during reclosing.
Figure 5.5 shows the same motor starting up with SR method. As described in the
algorithm, CB1 & 2 are not allowed to reclose automatically, and instead CB_dg is
closed at 6.05 s.
The ESS inverter starts operating in the open loop V/Hz control and drives the line
frequency to 60 Hz. With a 2 s ramp-up time the stator current never exceeds 1 p.u except
at the very first cycle where it is about 2 p.u.
Voltage dip at the motor terminals (also the IPN_Bus in this case) drops below 0.9 p.u
as shown in Figure 5.6..
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Figure 5.5: M3 starting-up using soft-restarting, following Flt-A. (Te M3 and TL M3 are
motor and load torques respectively).
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Figure 5.6: Voltage dip during M3 start-up following Flt-A using conventional reclosing.

5.2.3. M1 AND M2
5.2.3.1.

START UP WITH CONVENTIONAL AND SOFT-RESTARTING

CURRENT TRANSIENTS AND VOLTAGE DIP

In Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 line current and IPN_Bus voltage is shown when CB1 & 2
are reclosed automatically and, using the soft-restart method.
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Comparing the line currents in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 for both methods, we find that
for the case when soft-restart is used the line currents never actually increase beyond 1
p.u, except during the first cycle where it reaches about 2 p.u.
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Figure 5.7: Line current and IPN_Bus voltage during conventional start-up of M1 and
M2.
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Figure 5.8: M1 and M2 start-up using Soft-Restarting, following Flt-A.
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Figure 5.9: Voltage dip during start-up of M1 and M2 following Flt-A.
Associated with the starting current transients the IPN_Bus voltage also goes below 0.9
p.u as shown in Figure 5.9 which is not a problem when SR method is used. Although the
acceleration time is extended (2.71 s for SR method compared to about 2 s for
conventional method) the motors will not suffer from heating problems. This is because,
the reduced current does not lead to increased heating, but rather to a cooler acceleration
for the motor [55].
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Figure 5.10: Speed of M1 & M2 during conventional reclosing.
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Figure 5.11: Speed of M1 & M2 during soft-restarting.
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Figure 5.12: Speed of M1 & M2 during soft-restarting.

5.2.4. SPEED CHARACTERISTICS
Speed of M1 and M2 following Flt-A is shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 for both
methods. In Figure 5.11, for conventional method the speed of M1 & M2 decays together
to about 0.4 p.u when CB1 & 2 are reclosed. During the speed up process, M2 having a
lower inertia reaches nominal speed faster than M1 as expected.
Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 also shows the effect of different inertias on motor speed.
During the first half of the start-up process (6.05 s to about 7.05 s) speeds of M1 and M2
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evolve differently due to the difference in their torque angles (see Figure 5.12). The
magnitude of this difference will be higher for motors with higher inertia constants.

5.2.1.

MOTOR TORQUES

From comparison of Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14, we see large torque oscillations at the
instant of auto-reclose of CBs. The oscillations die down quickly but the magnitudes of
these oscillations are enough to cause damaging forces on the mechanical systems
connected to the motors.
When SR method is used the torque oscillations are clearly much lesser as seen in
Figure 5.14. These oscillations will cease to exist after the first half of the start-up
process has elapsed, which is after 1 s in this simulation. The following provides an
explanation of this phenomenon:
Angle

of rotor field current

with respect to the stator (airgap) voltage

can be

written as:
(5.3)
Where,

is the torque angle.

The relation of

with the produced torque is given by:
(5.4)

Where,

is the airgap flux and

is a proportionality constant [60].

So unless the rotor speed (or the rotor field) is at least equal to the speed of the stator
field,

will continue changing its direction producing the oscillations. In other words,

for the torque oscillations to die down,

has to be lower than 1800 (or

. Clearly

motor M1 with higher load inertia produces higher torque pulsations as expected.
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Figure 5.13: Produced torques (TeM1 and TeM2) and Load torques (TL_M1 and
TL_M2) during conventional reclosing.

Figure 5.14: Produced torques (TeM1 and TeM2) and Load torques (TL_M1 and TL_M2)
during soft restarting.
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5.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The transient-free service restoration for a variety of large industrial motors is
presented in this chapter. Induction motors which has the most serious operational
challenges during service restoration is considered for the study cases. State-of-the-art
protection relays and communication links are utilized to supervise the operation of CBs
and ensure successful and a seamless load-transfer to the utility. Simulation results show
the transient-free operation during energization and transfer of loads. With the open-loop
V/Hz control, the total time required for completion of the SR process is about 2.71 s.
This value is much less than the typical time setting (~10 s) in the commercially available
soft-starters installed for single motors [61]. With large scale energy storages gaining
popularity and new standards continue to develop for parallel operation of DGs, softrestart method will have a wide application area in the near future.
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CHAPTER 6
6. EXTENSION OF THE SOFT-RESTART METHOD FOR APPLICATION IN AN

INDUSTRIAL POWER SYSTEM USING A CURRENT-FED VOLTAGE
CONTROLLED INVERTER
In this chapter the effectiveness of the Soft-Reclosing method is studied using a power
system network which is representative of a plastic/rubber manufacturing plant. The
process eliminates a number of problems and minimizes the losses due to power outages
and momentary interruptions through fast and automated service restoration. Aggregated
models of both line-connected and motor drives are considered along with building
services loads. The results show significant reduction in current spikes, voltage dips,
motor torque, speed, power factor fluctuations and most importantly, process downtime
compared to a conventional manual restart process.
In the previous chapter, successful implementation of this method to provide a softrestart for some large industrial motors has been shown using an open-loop control for
the inverter. This chapter extends the method by using a current-fed voltage control-loop
to provide a faster service restoration and load-transfer, with negligible current transients
utilizing a closed-loop current control for the inverter. The starting inrush current into
the loads is controlled by adjusting the voltage and frequency acceleration during the
restoration process.
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6.1. THE INDUSTRIAL POWER SYSTEM
The industrial system is shown in Figure 6.1. The system is a simplified and scaleddown version of a typical plastic product manufacturing plant. The power system shows
line-connected motors in Bus_L1 which requires manual restart, and motors in the
production line in Bus_P2 with their typical applications. The ESS is connected to the
service entrance bus as an auxiliary source and is able to power the motors in Bus_L1,
Bus_P2 and building services loads in Bus_S4.

6.2. OPERATING PRINCIPLE
The sequence of operation that takes place during the process is shown in Figure 6.2.
Referring to Figure 6.1, we consider a 3 phase to ground fault (Flt-A) of 15 cycle (0.25 s)
duration occurring on the feeder line between CBs 1 and 2. Fault clearing time for CBs
1, 2 and CB_main is 3 cycles (typical duty of medium voltage CBs). The operating duty
for the CBs is as follows: O - 0.3 s - CO – 3 min –CO, [14]-[15].
The sequence of operation is described below:
1. t0: A 3-phase-to-ground fault occurs at location Flt-A.
2. t1: CB1 and 2 trips to clear the fault in 3 cycles. CB_main also trips in response to the
undervoltage relay. As SR is enabled, CB_main stays open even after the utility
voltage has been restored (i.e successful reclose of CB1 and 2).
3. t2: voltage magnitude (V0) and frequency (f0) at Bus-1 is measured. CB_ES is closed
and the inverter energizes Bus-1 with a constant V/Hz ramp starting at a magnitude of
V0 and f0. The load current supplied by the inverter is controlled by adjusting the
slope of the voltage V(t) and frequency f(t) ramps, until they reach 1 p.u. and 1.02
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p.u. respectively. The inverter frequency of 1.02 p.u is chosen to achieve
synchronization with the utility votlage.
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Figure 6.1: Typical industrial power system with line-connected and electronicallycontrolled motors.
4. t3: voltage at Bus-1 reaches 1.0 p.u and the sync-check relay is activated to check for
a voltage phase match across CB_main.
5. t4: frequency at Bus-1 reaches 1.02 p.u.
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6. t5: voltage phase across CB_mains are equal, and the sync-check relay initiates the
load transfer to the grid by reclosing CB_main and tripping off CB_ES.
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Figure 6.2: Principle of Soft-Reclosing.

6.3. CONTROL DEVELOPMENT
Figure 6.3 shows the control schematic for the ESS inverter and Figure 6.4 shows a
simplified power system of the plant shown in Figure 6.1, with the required
measurements.
It is necessary to detect the residual motor voltage (Vabc_line) and frequency (ωline) at
Bus-1 in order to drive the loads appropriately and prevent the motor from decelerating
further in the post-fault condition.
The voltage at Vabc_line is the residual motor voltage as all motors are connected to the
same bus. The method is highly dependent upon the accurate detection of the post-fault
frequency

. A synchronous reference frame PLL (SRF-PLL) can be employed for

this purpose which is well suited for this variable frequency application and because it
better rejects harmonics, notches and other kinds of disturbances [62].
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Figure 6.3: Energy Storage System Control Schematic.

Figure 6.4: Simplified test system of the industrial power network (shown in Fig.1) and
required measurements.
A positive sequence detection of the line voltage Vabc_line is used in conjunction with
the PLL to overcome grid unbalance [63]. Vd* is set to zero, to obtain exact phase match
condition as required by the SRF-PLL.
The coupling transformer impedance RT+jXT causes a small phase shift between Vinv
and Vabc_line.
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6.3.1. CONTROL VARIABLES
As shown in Figure 6.3, the current feedback is only used to adjust the V/Hz ramp. An
open loop V/Hz supply is generated by the ESS inverter to power up Bus-1. The control
variables are obtained by abc→dq transformation. Vq and ωline obtained from the PLL
and used as the inputs to the frequency and Vq controller. Vd is not used to adjust the
magnitude and frequency of the V/Hz ramp and is set to zero
(6.1)
We can then define the inverter output voltage magnitude as:
|

|

(6.2)

Park’s transformation gives the line voltages in dq variables:

Where,
and

√

[

]

(6.3)

√

[

]

(6.4)

: (rms) magnitude of line-to-neutral voltage at Bus-1.
are the detected line frequency and inverter output frequency

respectively.
and

are (phase-angle) constants, determined from initial values.

is the voltage angle between

and

ESS bus. We select time zero such that

with phase angle of 00 referred to the
and

And let
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√

(6.5)

So (6.3) becomes:
[

]

(6.6)

And, since the d-axis voltage will not be used as a control variable, we will only use
(6.6) for further analysis.
Referring to the generalized diagram in Figure 6.4,
measurements at Bus-1 and fed to the ESS PLL to obtain
condition, i.e when

is obtained from the
. In the PLL-locked

is being accurately tracked:
(6.7)

(6.6) can then be written as the following phasor during steady-state operation:
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

(6.8)

The inputs to Vq and frequency controller are

and

. And
(6.9)

(6.8) and (6.9) are the control variables for the inverter.
The phase angle ( ) is known from the transformer coupling impedance RT + jXT.
Figure 6.5 shows the power flow direction when the ESS energizes Bus-1. Voltage
phasors for the Bus-1 voltage (Vm), and Vinv during the steady-state (when bus-1 is
supplied by the utility source) and when the ESS inverter is used to power the segmented
network, are shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.7: Constant V/Hz ramp applied to bus-1.
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Figure 6.8: Vq controller.
(6.8) gives the voltage phasor measured at Bus-1 seen from the inverter terminals
during steady state (pre-fault) condition.

6.3.2. START OF ESS SUPPLY
When ESS starts to supply power to Bus-1, the inverter voltage phasor is written as:
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
Where,

(6.10)

: (rms) magnitude of line-to-neutral voltage at Bus-1 at time t2. And, with

(6.2) being true, the reference voltage for the inverter drive at t2 will be:
(6.11)
And the angle input to the inverter,
(6.12)
Between the times t2 and t3 (during Tramp),

and

are controlled using the V/Hz

Ramp Control only, which is described next.

6.3.3. OPERATION DURING TRAMP (V/HZ RAMP CONTROL)
The voltage and frequency ramps initiated by ESS inverter following the fault is shown
in Figure 6.7. The decaying voltage and frequency at time t2, given by Vq0 and f0
respectively, have a non-linear relationship that will highly depend on the inertia of the
motor load(s) connected.
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Acceleration of

is controlled by a simple PI controller shown in Figure 6.8 and

driven by the current error between Iinv_ref and Iinv. Iinv_ref is set by the user. So

is

defined by:
(6.13)

Where,

is the slope of the voltage ramp and adjusted by the PI controller. T 0

ensure a constant V/Hz operation and for
(6.14)
we develop the following relationship:
[

Where,

]

(6.15)

: inverter output frequency in p.u.,
(6.16)

Eq (6.15) is used to determine

which is used to determine the angle input (

) to

the inverter from:
∫

6.3.1.

(6.17)

ENERGY REQUIREMENT FOR THE ESS
The total energy required to carry out the SR process depends upon Tramp, and the
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time required to achieve a phase-matched condition with the live bus (Tsync) as shown in
Figure 6.9. During the ramp-up process, inverter output current magnitude (Iinv) is kept to
a constant value Iref. We neglect the transients in the current magnitude Iinv(t) and
approximate a linear power ramp during Tramp. The energy required during the ramp-up
period Tramp is given by:
∫
And, the

∫

(6.18)

energy required during the synchronization period Tsync can be calculated as:

(6.19)
The total energy requirement for the SR process is:
(6.20)
In (6.20) Tsync shall have an arbitrary value and depends on the phase difference:
|
Where,

is the phase of
is the phase of

|
at time

(6.21)

and

(voltage at the live bus) at time

.

The maximum energy required before a phase match occurs can be calculated from:
[
Where

]

(6.22)

is the maximum frequency generated by the inverter at time t4 to obtain

synchronization, and
Hz
(6.23)
Neglecting the losses in the inverter, and to carry out the soft-reclosing process, the
required power rating of the ESS (

) must be at least equal to the total loads at Bus-1.
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Figure 6.9: Energy calculation during Tramp and Tsync (Not to scale).
So the maximum energy requirement to complete the process can be given by:
(6.24)
Considering a total load of 500 kW ( = Pinv), to be driven by the ESS during the SR
process, we can calculate the maximum energy requirement to be:

≈ 0.2 kW-h,

using the following and typical values:
Tramp= 0.5 s, Iref = 1.5 p.u,
61.2 Hz (=1.02 p.u),

= 0.3 p.u,

= 0.65 p.u,

0.07 kW-h, and

= 0.12 kW-h.

All simulations are done in Matlab Simulink to validate the effectiveness of SR
method. Two cases are considered for comparison with conventional restarting methods.

6.3.2. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND TEST CASES FOR VALIDATING
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SOFT-RECLOSING PROCESS
Five industrial grade induction motors of Bus-L1 (M1-M5 in Figure 6.1) are lumped
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together and represented as an aggregated motor model ML (600 hp). The two dc drive
motors M8-M9 of Bus-P2 are also aggregated into an equivalent 120 hp dc motor Mdc,
driven by a single thyristor rectifier. Lighting loads are represented by constant
impedance load (ZRL) of 20 kW. All load data and cable parameters are taken from [59].
The motor-aggregation method used is described in [64].

6.3.3. COMPARISON CASE-I
In this case, the loads used are:
a. The aggregated model (ML) of the induction motors M1-M5.
b. The aggregated model (Mdc) of the dc drive motors M8-M9.
c. A 20 kW constant impedance load (ZRL) representing the building services and
lighting loads.
The parameters used for the system measurements and the loads are given in Table 6.1.
The simulation tests done for this case are:
a. ML, Mdc and ZRL are started across-the-line, and using soft-restart following the
fault to compare current draw and bus-1 voltage for both methods.
b. ML, Mdc and ZRL are started across-the-line, and using soft-restart following the
fault to compare torque and speed evolution of ML and Mdc for both the processes.
Different values of Iinv_ref are used for the SR process, and the ramp-up time (Tramp) and
energy requirement during ramp-up process (Er) is plotted against Iinv_ref .

6.3.4. COMPARISON CASE-II
In this case, the loads used are:
a. Motors M1 (300 HP) and M2 (100 HP)
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b. Aggregated model (Mdc) of the dc drive motors M8-M9.
Table 6.1: System and Motor Parameters for Comparison Case-I
c.

Parameters
kVAbase
VLL_base (V)
Line Impedance: RL + jXL
(Ω)

Values
700
480
0.015 + j006

Lumped Model of Induction
Motor: ML
Prated (hp)
600
PF (at rated
0.85
speed)
VL_rated (V)
480
f (Hz)
60
Irated (A)
385
N (rpm)
1750
J (kg-m2)
7.8
F (N.m.s)
0.0065
Rs (Ω)
0.0073
Rr(Ω)
0.0055
LLs (H)
0.00016
LLr(H)
0.00009
Lm (H)
0.0045

Lumped Model of DC
Motor: Mdc
Prated (hp)
120
Vrated (V)
500
J (kg-m2)
Vf (V)
Ra (Ω)
La (H)
Rf (Ω)
Lf (H)
F (N.m.s)

10
300
0.1499
0.00288
51.14
5.968
0.0138

20 kW, PF=0.9

Lighting Loads

Table 6.2: System and Motor Parameters for Comparison Case-II
System Parameters

Values

kVAbase
VLL_base (V)

500
480

Motor Parameters
Prated (hp)
PF (at rated speed)
VL_rated (V)
f (Hz)
Irated (A)
N (rpm)
J (kg-m2)
F (N.m.s)

M1
300
0.85
480
60
105
1750
4
0.0065
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M2
100
0.8
480
60
36
1160
3
0.0005

The parameters used for this test case is given in Table 6.2.
The simulations performed for this case are:
a. Motors M1, M2 and Mdc are started sequentially following the fault to mimic a
manual restart process. Current draw, voltage magnitude and power factor at bus1are measured.
b. Motors M1, M2 and Mdc are re-energized using soft-restart method following the
fault. Current draw, voltage magnitude and power factor at bus-1are measured and
compared with the sequential manual restart process.

6.3.5. THE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
The energy storage is assumed to be made up of flooded lead-acid batteries which are
popularly used for grid-tie applications for providing ancillary and power quality services
[65]-[67].
Details of the battery configuration and inverter are not described in this work, but the
storage requirement is addressed using the energy requirement for the SR process.
The transformer coupling impedance is: RT + jXT = 0.004 + j0034 Ω.

6.3.6. MOTOR LOAD TORQUE MODEL
A pump type load is considered for all the motor loads. The load torque on the shaft is
given by [68] as:

(6.25)

Where,
: Initial load torque during starting in p.u.
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: Final load torque in p.u.
: Motor speed in rad/s
: Base torque in N-m.
The values for eq. (6.25) used in this work are: Tinit= 0.1 p.u, TF = 0.9 p.u and TB =
2873 N-m.

6.4. SIMULATION RESULTS
6.4.1. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR COMPARISON CASE-I
The simulation tests assume the following:
 3-phase-to-ground fault at 2.5 s at location Flt-A. (t0 = 2.5 s).
 The fault is cleared by CB 1, CB2 in response to overcurrent, and CB_main in
response to undervoltage relay, in 3 cycles (i.e t1 = 2.5 + 3/60 = 2.55s).
 When SR is enabled, CB_main stays open until synchronization is achieved between
votlages Vinv and VS. CB_ESS is closed 4-cycles after CB_main has tripped (i.e, t2 =
t1 + 4/60 = 2.62 s).
 The maximum load current allowed during the ramp-up process is: Iinv_ref = 1.5 p.u.
6.4.1.1.

LINE CURRENT AND BUS-1 VOLTAGE

Figure 6.10 shows the instantaneous voltage at bus-1, and line currents when an acrossthe-line-start (ATLS) is attempted for the loads.
Figure 6.11 shows the instantaneous voltage, and line currents when a soft-reclose is
done using the ESS.
It is easy to notice the significant reduction in starting inrush current. The ATLS causes
a 4.7 p.u inrush current through the line, while the SR method ensures a starting current
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of 1.5 p.u. This gives a 67% decrease in starting current.
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Figure 6.10: Bus-1 voltage and line current during across the line start of the loads in bus1.
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Figure 6.11: Bus-1 voltage and line currents when soft-reclosing is enabled (Iinv_ref = 1.5
p.u).
Associated with this high inrush, is the voltage depression of about 0.8 p.u at Bus-1
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that lasts for almost 2 s. When SR method is used (see Figure 6.11), the voltage Vbus-1
reaches 1 pu at around 3.1 s, compared to 4.6 s when ATLS is done. The load transfer to
the utility occurs at 3.25 s, with negligible current transient.
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Figure 6.12: Ramp-up time (Tramp) and Ramp-up energy (Er) for different values of
Iinv_ref.
Figure 6.12 (blue line) shows the reduction in Tramp with increasing values of Iinv_ref. If a
higher line current is allowed, the ramp-up time (Tramp) can be reduced. For values lower
than Iinv_ref=1.2 p.u, the ESS is unable to reaccelerate the motors. No significant reduction
in Tramp is observed for Iinv_ref values greater than 2.25 p.u. Also, with higher values
of Iinv_ref motor torque oscillations may be unacceptable.
Figure 6.12 also shows the energy requirement during the ramp-up process (Er) in kWh for different values of Iinv_ref.
Table 6.3 compares a utility scale ESS in Vernon, CA (Flooded lead-acid, 3 MW, 4.5
MWh), with the requirements and estimated costs of an ESS for performing soft-
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0

reclosing operation [39]. The comparison gives an idea about the size and cost of the
energy storage if it has to perform the SR operation only. It is also important to realize
that the additional cost for power electronics may not be needed if the SR method is
incorporated into an existing ESS functioning as an auxiliary source.
Table 6.3: Energy Requirement and Cost Comparison for Implementing Soft-Reclosing
with a Utility-Scale ESS [39]

Energy requirement
Storage cost ($305/kWh)
Power Electronics
($275/kW)
Storage space requirement
(0.058m2/kWh)

Typical utility scale
ESS

ESS for soft-reclosing
(Load = 700 kW)

4500 kW-h
$1,372,500
$825,000

0.18 kW-h
$55
$192,500

261 m2

0.01 m2

For the results shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11, the energy required during Tramp
is 0.08 kW-h (=2.88 MJ). The energy requirement Eramp vs Iinv_ref characteristic is similar
to Tramp vs Iinv_ref.
6.4.1.2.

TORQUE AND SPEED BEHAVIOR OF ML AND MDC

Although, synchronized processes in a factory are controlled by ASDs, it will be
worthwhile to investigate the speed and torque behavior of the motors M L and Mdc when
SR process is used. Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 illustrate this behavior.
For the induction motor ML, the torque transients are completely avoided when SR
method is used. Comparing the speed pick-up behavior of ML for both cases, it is easy to
observe that when SR method is used, ML reaches its nominal speed much faster as
compared to the case when ATLS is done. The time taken to reach the nominal speed, for
SR method is about 0.58 s compared to about 2.18 s when ATLS is done.
The torque build-up for the dc drive motor (Mdc) is slower for SR method due to the
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additional charging time-constant of the dc bus capacitor. However, the speed build-up is
much faster compared to the ATLS operation.
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Figure 6.13: Speed and torque behavior of ML and Mdc when across-the-line-start is
done following Flt-A.
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Figure 6.14: Speed and torque behavior of ML and Mdc when soft-reclosing is done
following Flt-A.
The speed pick-up behavior gives an idea about the effectiveness of SR method if it is to
be applied to processes which may require synchronization between motors. Clearly,
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from the speed behavior of ML and Mdc in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14, we find that the
difference in speed is much more pronounced when ATLS is done. When SR is used, not
only speeds of ML and Mdc reach their nominal value faster but are in “nearsynchronism” during the ramp-up time. This behavior is especially important for
understanding the effectiveness of SR method to minimize “scrap-losses” in industrial
process. Simulation Results for Comparison Case-II
The manual restart assumes the following time values for operation of the equipment:
 3-phase-to-ground fault at 3.5 s at location Flt-A. (t0 = 3.5 s).
 The fault is cleared by CB 1 and CB_main in 3 cycles (i.e t1 = 3.5 + 3/60 = 3.55s). All
loads M1, M2 and Mdc are dropped off.
 Voltage is restored at Bus-1 with the automatic reclosing of CB1 and CB_main at 3.85
s.
 M1 is turned on across-the-line at: 4.55 s.
 M2 is turned on across-the-line at: 6.55 s.
 Mdc is turned on across-the-line at: 9.05 s.
For the soft-reclosing process, the time values for operation of the equipment are:
 3-phase-to-ground fault at 3.5 s at location Flt-A. (t0 = 3.5 s).
 The fault is cleared by CB 1 and CB_main in 3 cycles (i.e t1 = 3.5 + 3/60 = 3.55s).
 CB_main stays open until synchronization is achieved between votlages Vinv and VS.
CB_ESS is closed 4-cycles after CB_main has tripped (i.e, t2 = t1 + 4/60 = 3.62 s).
 The maximum load current allowed during the ramp-up process is: Iinv_ref = 1.5 p.u
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Figure 6.15: Load current and voltage magnitude, and power factor at bus-1, during
manual restart (red line) and soft-restart (blue line).
6.4.1.3.
Figure 6.15

VOLTAGE AND POWER FACTOR FLUCTUATIONS DURING MANUAL
RESTART AND SOFT RECLOSING (COMPARISON CASE-II)

(red line) shows the current, voltage and power factor (PF) fluctuations at the

service entrance bus (Bus-1) during a manual restart. The blue line shows the behavior
during soft-restart.
Clearly, the current, voltage and PF do not show any fluctuation during the softreclosing process. Although in the simulation of the MR process, the system p.u value is
calculated using only the 3 motors, SR process clearly shows the following advantages
over the MR process:
1. Load current is controlled and stays within the preset value of 1.5 p.u. This is
especially beneficial for factories having a large number of line-connected motors,
which are started manually to comply with the grid regulations of maximum current
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draw during process restarts.
2. No voltage fluctuations at the service entrance bus occur due to sequential across-theline-starting of motors.
3. No PF fluctuations. This is a very important benefit for most manufacturing plants as
they are subjected to additional penalties for not maintaining the minimum PF required
by the grid codes.
4. Time required for the SR process is only about 1 s compared to the time required for
manual restart, which may take up to 45 mins.
5. As there is no process downtime, process operator safety can be ensured.
6. Restarting sequence does not have to be considered and timed.
7. Possible “scrap-losses” are minimized, and “clean-up” costs are avoided.

6.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Benefits of soft-reclosing for a consumer product manufacturing plant are shown in this
chapter. The example system is representative of a plastic/rubber manufacturing plant
which has a large number of line-connected motors. The major benefits of soft-reclosing
method, compared to the conventional method of service restoration are summarized in
Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Benefits of Soft-Reclosing Method Compared to a Conventional Service
Restoration Method
Conventional Method for Post-Fault Service
Benefits of Soft-Reclosing Method
Restoration
Manual restart is done to ensure safety during No process downtime, so erroneous
process restarts.
assumption of a “dead-line” condition
(by labor operator) is not plausible.
Manual restart process may take up to 45 mins. Automatic and continuous process.
Restarting sequence has to be considered and The method ensures a predefined inrush
timed to minimize inrush current.
current.
Extended process downtime may cause No process downtime, so such costs are
increased “scrap-losses” and “clean-up” costs avoided.
if the process involves line-connected motors.
Voltage fluctuations at the motor bus, due to Voltage fluctuations do not exist, since
sequential
across-the-line-starts
done the motor bus operates in islanded mode
manually.
during the process.
Disconnection of DER prior to reconnection to Synchronization is achieved by the
the utility is required to avoid asynchronous inverter to perform a “transient-free”
reclosing between live networks.
load transfer to the utility source.
Apart from voltage dip problems additional penalties due to power factor fluctuations
are also avoided. The soft-restart method is able to decrease the starting inrush current by
67%. The total time required for completion of the process is about 1 s compared to 3045 mins required for a manual restart. Since process downtime is avoided, associated
costs and complications such as safety, “clean-up” time, etc. arising due to manual
restarts are also avoided. Consumer product manufacturing plants which generally have
a large number of line-connected motors will benefit greatly from this method, as
additional penalties due to voltage and power factor fluctuations can be avoided.
The energy requirement for performing the soft-reclosing method is also very small and
can easily be incorporated with an existing grid-tied ESS.
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CHAPTER 7
7. THE FAULT-AWARE-SOFT-RESTART METHOD
In this chapter we extended the soft-restart method using the current-fed voltage control
described in the previous chapter by introducing a fault-detection algorithm into the
inverter controls.

In this method the magnitude of phase voltages at the inverter

terminals are measured to confirm a fault condition. The applicability and reliability of
this simple fault detection algorithm is analyzed and proved to be effective when applied
to a MVAC system in an electric ship. The fault-aware-soft-restart method is able to a)
prevent current feed into the fault, b) avoid close-open operations of the breakers
producing current transients, and c) perform a safe and controlled power restoration for
the load zone followed by a synchronous reclosure of the load-zone islanding-breaker on
to the distribution bus. The method utilizes the voltage-frequency modulation capability
of the inverter with an energy storage system (ESS) to pre-energize a load zone and then
reconnect the loads back to the main generator(s) or distribution bus.
This new approach is in contrast to the existing approach for reconfiguration and
restoration in a ship system which involves isolation of faults by using directional
overcurrent protection, followed by a routine operation of automatic bus transfer switches
to quickly restore power to critical equipment. A load-shedding algorithm is typically
incorporated into the power management algorithm to ensure that loss of an operating
parallel generator will not cause a possible black-out.This is generally done by remotely
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opening the breakers connected to non-vital loads when generator overload is sensed.
With this approach, a fixed set of loads are shed which in most cases means that more
loads are disconnected than necessary to meet the reduced generation capacity and
prevent possible stalling of line-connected electric motors in nearby load-zones. The
reclosing transients and inrush currents associated with restarting of machines may cause
unwanted generator trip-offs and stalling of motors that drive critical loads such as
steering equipment or fuel transfer pumps and may cause a substantial accident such as
the one reported in [56].
Problems with power quality are of different significance as compared to the ones
associated with land-based power grids. Impacts on pricing relations (e.g. tariffs applied
and penalties) between utility and its clients do not apply for a ship system, where the
most important issue is the continuous operation of the system and its redundancy. A
possible malfunction or failure of line equipment carrying power to critical loads may
lead to a total loss of the vessel [56]. The preceding works [69] and [70] proves the
effectiveness of the soft-restarting method for restoring service in an industrial power
network. We extend the work reported in [69] to incorporate a fault-detection capability
into the ESS to provide a complete “fault-aware” restoration process for a shipboard or an
off-shore MVAC system.

7.1. PRINCIPLE OF FAULT-AWARE-SOFT-RESTART
To explain the principle of fault-aware-soft-restart (FASR) we will refer to the section
of a ship MVAC power system as shown in Figure 7.1. The configuration shows a
“zonal” energy storage system that has a primary purpose of providing load support and
UPS functionality for the loads in zone-1.
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Figure 7.1: Section of the Ship MVAC power system showing an energy storage system
(ESS1) for load zone-1.
Operation of the system is explained using Figure 7.2 with reference to the sequence of
events following a fault: “Flt-2” between breakers B2 and B3 in the system shown in
Figure 7.1.
 t0: Fault occurs at any place between the breakers B2 and B3. The duration and type of
fault are unknown.
 t1: The fault detected within one-half cycle by measuring the phase-voltage magnitude
at the inverter terminals. The power reference for the inverter assumes a zero reference
value to prevent feeding power into the fault.
t2: The fault is cleared by tripping off breakers B2 and B3 by the overcurrent protective
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Figure 7.2: Principle of fault-aware-soft-restart (not to scale).
relays in about 3-5 cycles (typical duty of medium voltage CBs) [15]. Breaker B_Z1 is
also tripped to create a load-zone island that can be powered by ESS1. (Breakers B2 and
B3 will carry out their scheduled close-open operations, depending on the duration of the
fault).
 t3: Voltage transient that may occur due to motor residual voltages or stored energy in
the line, usually dies down in 2-3 cycles. The voltage magnitude (V0), and the decaying
frequency (f0) at time t3 are measured within a cycle using a PLL. The inverter
energizes the load zone with the voltage and frequency ramping up at a constant rate
and under a constant V/Hz characteristic starting at a magnitude of |Vabc1|=V0, and f0.
During this time (Tramp: from t3 to t4) the load current supplied by the inverter Iabc1 is
controlled by adjusting the slope of the voltage and frequency ramps Vabc_inv(t) and f(t),
until they reach 1 p.u. and 1.02 p.u. respectively. The upper limit of inverter frequency
is set as 1.02 p.u in order to achieve synchronization with the main source.
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 t4: Vabc1 reaches 1.0 p.u and the sync-check relay is activated to check for a voltage
phase match between Vabc1 and the main source voltage Vabc1p.
 t5: frequency of Vabc_inv(t) reaches 1.02 p.u.
 t6: Sync-check relay produces a TRUE value, and the loads are transferred to the main
source by reclosing B_Z1.
The major difference between the fault-aware-soft-restart and the conventional fault
management procedure is that unlike the conventional process the load zone is islanded
by opening breaker B_Z1 to avoid reclosing current transients produced by the scheduled
close-open operations of B2 and B3. Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 compares the fault-awaresoft-restart process with the conventional restoration process generally followed in a ship
MVAC system.
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Figure 7.4: Flowchart showing the faultFigure 7.3: Flowcharft for conventional fault
aware-soft-restart method for fault
management process in a ship MVAC system. management in a ship MVAC system.
Robustness of the method is easily realized from the comparison, as the process is
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always completed within a few seconds. The energy requirement for restoring power to a
500 kW load, is estimated to be 0.2 kW-h.

7.2. TEST SYSTEM AND LOAD CHARACTERIZATION
7.2.1. TEST SYSTEM
Figure 7.5 shows a reference system topology known as the “Notional Baseline System
Model” defined by ESRDC, for the exploration, testing and validation of new ship power
system technologies [57]. Distributed energy storage systems have been used, to protect
critical applications such as emergency lighting, navigation equipment, ship automation
and HVAC applications against disruptive power interruptions in commercial cruise ships
[58]. One of the study cases considered by the ESRDC consists of a single (4 MW, 100
MJ) energy storage unit for the purpose of providing power protection for the MVAC
system in case of the loss of one of the 4 MW generators. Also, the case studies include
the use of ESS for service restoration to act as a UPS unit until regular power is restored
to vital loads [57]. A distributed energy storage configuration where energy storage units
are available for individual load-zones, gives much more reconfiguration flexibility and a
robust restoration capability in the case where a part of the ship has been damaged or hit.
Figure 7.5 shows the configuration of each load zone, comprising of a variety of loads
which can be powered by an inverter-coupled energy storage system located on the same
bus of that of the loads. The test system used in this work is developed from this
configuration.
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Figure 7.5: Ship MVAC test system with zonal loads [57]

7.2.2. ZONAL LOADS AND THEIR OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Characterization of the zonal loads is important to accurately simulate the electrical
behavior of the subsystem in the event of a fault. Figure 7.5 shows the assorted load types
in a single load zone consisting of line-connected and electronically connected motor
drives, as well as lighting/ship service loads represented by resistive-inductive elements.
In a ship power system the percentage of motor loads are much higher (>90%) than a
typical residential facility in a utility distribution circuit, which characterizes the transient
behavior during service restoration. To simulate the correct loading condition during
power restoration in a load-zone, the pickup and drop-off voltages are evaluated as
follows: For a line-connected motor the minimum voltage required to prevent a running
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motor from stalling is given by [23]:
(7.1)

√

Assuming

: fully loaded shaft, and

: pull-out torque

for commonly used design-B motors.
For an ASD, driving a typical motor 460 V, 100 hp (= P0), the trip-off time can be
calculated as:
(7.2)

here,

= 10000 µF is the typical dc bus capacitance, and

is the dc trip-off

voltage which can be calculated using the widely recognized CBEMA curve which shows
a trip-off voltage value of

p.u. For ASDs that do not necessarily match the exact

minimal thresholds of the CBEMA curve, and set to lower values of ~80%, the trip-off
time will be 13.6 ms, which translates into 0.8 cycles for a 60 Hz system [71]. The above
implies that, even for a one cycle voltage dip below 0.8 p.u. caused by a breaker reclosing
transient, will cause the drop-off of almost all critical motor loads which are fed through
ASDs.
The standard: MIL-Std-1399 [72] and technical manual [73] defines the pickup voltage
for motor contactors and ASDs between 85-95%. We will use Vpickup= 85% as the voltage
pickup value for the ASDs. We assume that the group of small line-connected motors and
the ship service loads are not tripped offline during a fault.

7.3. FAULT DETECTION METHOD
The fault detection method similar to the one described in [50] to classify voltage dips
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in a ship system that may occur due to faults, pulse load operation, or motor starting is
used in this work. In this method the magnitude of phase voltages (Va1, Vb1 and Vc1)
are measured and a fault condition is confirmed if the voltage magnitude is below a
certain threshold.

7.3.1. RELIABILITY OF THE FAULT DETECTION METHOD
Reliability and speed of the fault detection method is extremely important to prevent a
possible damage of the protection equipment and safety hazards due to current infeed
from the inverter in the event of a fault. To investigate the reliability of the detection
method we analyze the inverter response to a voltage dip and its current contribution
during the subtransient period. Inverters have no inertia in their output except for the
synthetic inertia built into their control algorithm. This causes it to respond immediately
to voltage dips in the ac power system by injecting power into the system.
Referring to Figure 7.6, which shows a typical control scheme for an inverter the outer
power control loop which is a function of the measured system voltage (Vg), and the
commanded reference power (Pref, Qref), generates the current reference (

) for the inner

current loop.

Vg
Pref
Qref

Power
Controller

Iinv
Iref

Current
Controller

Figure 7.6 : Inverter control scheme.
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Xl
Inverter
source PCC

(
Although

and

)

can be set to a constant value externally,

(7.3)
depends on the

voltage measurement. So the immediate response to a voltage sag at the inverter
terminals is to inject current into the system which is only limited by the controller
saturation limits. For the inverter to trip off successfully or assume a power-limiting
mode before the current output from the inverter reaches its peak, the terminal voltage
(

) has to drop off fast enough within half a cycle. This is because there is a half-cycle

measurement delay for updating the inverter internal voltage (reference voltage, E) [2].
This condition will be satisfied if the time constant determined by the Thevenin
impedance seen by the main source is less than 8 ms (=1/2 cycle). i.e.

(7.4)
Where: ω

and

are the Thevenin impedance components. For the reference

system, this value comes out to be 2.4 ms using the cable impedance values: 31 + j28.65
µΩ/ft.
We can also estimate the peak current during the subtransient period using:
|

Where

|

(7.5)

is the measured voltage at PCC during the subtransient period, and

is the

pre-fault inverter internal voltage calculated as:
(7.6)
With

: pre-fault voltage at the PCC which can be calculated from inverter rated
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power and

: the link reactance. Typically the maximum momentary current rating for

inverters is twice its rated current (

). So if

(measured using (7.5)) the

inverter may also trip off even before the current reaches its peak.

7.3.2. VOLTAGE DIP MAGNITUDES
Finally the voltage dip magnitudes have been estimated. For a 3-phase fault the dip
magnitude has an appreciably low value to distinguish itself from the high power load
start-up. A startup power of 50 MW, only produces a voltage dip of about 0.9 p.u. this is
illustrated in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8.
In this work (for a 3-phase fault only) we considered a phase-to-neutral voltage
magnitude of 0.5 p.u. measured for each phase at the inverter terminals, as the threshold
to detect a fault condition. For a line-to-line fault, the measured voltage may be higher, in
which case the threshold can be changed accordingly.
1

(3-phase fault)

Vabc1 (p.u)

0.8

0.6
Vabc1 (3-phase fault)

0.4

0.2

0
0
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Figure 7.7: Voltage sag magnitude vs fault distance for a ship MVAC power system.
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4

4.5

5
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Figure 7.8: Voltage dip magnitude vs load startup power.

7.4. ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM CONTROLS
Figure 7.9 shows test system with the required measurements. The control schematic is
shown in Figure 7.10.

7.4.1. CONTROL VARIABLES
As shown in Figure 7.10, the current feedback (Iabc_inv) is used to adjust the ramp of the
V/Hz supply generated by the ESS inverter to power up Bus-1. The control variables are
obtained by abc→dq transformation Vq and ω1 obtained
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Figure 7.9: Test System with aggregated models of line-connected motors, ASDs and
ship service loads
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Figure 7.10: ESS control schematic.
from the PLL and used as the inputs to the frequency and Vq controllers. Vd is not used to
adjust the magnitude and frequency of the V/Hz ramp and is set to zero:
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So, the

inverter output voltage magnitude:
|

|

(7.7)

The input signal to the Vq controller during steady-state (pre-fault condition) can be
written in phasor form as:
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

|

|

(7.8)

with a phase angle of 00 referred to the load bus. The phase angle ( ) is known from the
transformer coupling impedance RT + jXT. And

(7.9)
The decaying voltage (Vq0) and frequency (f0) measured at time t3 (see Figure 7.2), has
a non-linear relationship that will highly depend on the inertia of the connected motor
load(s).
Table 7.1: System and Motor Parameters
Parameters
kVAbase
VLL_base (V)
Line Impedance: RL + jXL (µΩ/ft)

Values
1000
480
31 + j28.65

Lumped Model of Line-Connected
Inductionn Motors: ML
Prated (hp)
400
PF (at rated
0.85
speed)
VL_rated (V)
480
f (Hz)
60
Irated (A)
422
N (rpm)
1750
J (kg-m2)
9
F (N.m.s)
0.0065
Rs (Ω)
0.0078
Rr(Ω)
0.0062
LLs (H)
0.00018
LLr(H)
0.0001
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Lumped Model of ASDs: Mdc
Prated (hp)
Vrated (V)

400
500

J (kg-m2)
Vf (V)
Ra (Ω)
La (H)
Rf (Ω)
Lf (H)
F (N.m.s)

10
300
0.1499
0.00288
51.14
5.968
0.0138

Lm (H)

0.005
Lighting Loads

150 kW, PF=0.9

Table 7.2: Energy Storage System Parameters
Parameters
Rated power (kW)
Rated current (A)
Minimum energy capacity (kW-h)
Transformer coupling impedance: RT + jXT (Ω)

Values
2000
832
0.25 (~1 MJ)
0.004+ j0034

7.5. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
System and motor parameters are given in Table 7.1. ML (400 hp) and Mdc (400 hp),
are the aggregated models for all line-connected and the ASDs respectively in the load
zone. The motor-aggregation method used is described in [64]. Other ship service loads
are modeled as a resistive-inductive element (ZRL) of 150 kW.
For the both the fault cases (for Flt-1 and Flt-2) the operating duty of the breakers is
considered as follows: O - 0.3 s - CO – 1 s –CO, instead of: O - 0.3 s - CO – 3 min –CO
[15]. This means that the breakers will attempt their first reclose in 0.3 s, and if the fault
exists, another “close-open” (CO) operation will take place after a 1 s delay instead of a 3
min delay. This is done to observe the electrical behavior in a shorter simulation time.

7.5.1. MOTOR LOAD TORQUE MODEL
All motors are considered to drive pump type loads, so that the load torque on the shaft
is given by as:

(7.10)
Where,
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: Initial load torque during startup in p.u.,
: Final load torque in p.u.,
: Motor speed in rad/s, and
: Base torque in N-m.
The values for eq. (7.10) used in this work are: τinit= 0.1 p.u, τF = 0.9 p.u and τBL = 1915
N-m (for ML) and τBdc = 2350 N-m (for Mdc).

7.5.2. THE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
We assume that the energy storage has a rated capacity which is at least equal to the
required startup energy of the load zone. The parameters for the energy storage system
are given in Table 7.2. For a maximum allowable startup current of 2.0 p.u. the inverter
has to be rated as twice the load power i.e 2 MW.

7.6. SIMULATION RESULTS
Both the simulation test cases (Flt-1 and Flt-2) assumes the following:
 A 3-phase-fault of duration 0.5 s occurs at 30.0 s at location Flt-1. (t0 = 30.0 s).
 The fault is cleared by B_Z1 (or B2 and B3 for Flt-2) in response to overcurrent relay,
in 4 cycles (i.e t1 = 30.0 + 4/60 = 30.06 s).
 The inverter takes 0.5 cycle to measure the rms phase voltages at its terminals, and
assumes a protected mode of operation at t0 + 0.5/60 = 30.008 s.

7.6.1. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE CASE: FLT-1
Figure 7.11 - Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16 - Figure 7.19 shows the simulation results for
the conventional reclosing and for FASR scheme respectively for the case: Flt-1.
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From comparison of the instantaneous current plots in Figure 7.11 (Iline) and in Figure
7.12 (Iabc1), we see the current transients due to the scheduled reclosing attempts by B_Z1
are completely avoided when FASR is used.
B_Z1 attempts its first reclose at 30.0+4/60+0.3=30.36s producing current transients,
the magnitude of which is unobservable, since the p.u. current is measured using the base
load value of 1000 kVA.
First reclosing Reclosing unsuccessful
Flt-1 Flt-1 cleared
attempt by B-Z1
B-Z1 will attempt
occurs by B-Z1
after 0.3s
the next reclose after
2
1-3 min.
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Figure 7.11: Instantaneous voltage at the load bus-Z1 (Vabc1), line current (Iline), phase
voltage magnitudes (Va1, Vb1, Vc1) at inverter terminals, and inverter current magnitude
(Iinv) during conventional “hard reclosing”.
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Figure 7.12: Instantaneous voltage at the load bus-Z1 (Vabc1), load current (Iabc1), phase
voltage magnitudes (Va1, Vb1, Vc1) at inverter terminals, and inverter current magnitude
(Iinv) during fault-aware-soft-restart.
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Figure 7.13: Zoomed in figure, showing current feed from the inverter during the fault.
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Figure 7.14 : Speed of motors ML and Mdc during the fault case: Flt-2 with conventional
reclosing
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Figure 7.15: Speed of motors ML and Mdc during the fault case: Flt-2 with fault-awaresoft-restart.
Since the fault is cleared at 30.5 s, the second reclosing attempt after 1 s, (i.e at 31.43 s)
energizes the load bus, with the motors drawing about 3.5 p.u. starting inrush currents.
In the FASR process the scheduled reclosing attempts of B_Z1 is blocked, and the
load-zone-1 is islanded with ESS1 supplying the power to restore its loads. The initial
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subtransient current when the inverter starts the ramp-up process is about 2.5 p.u, after
which the current is controlled to remain below 2.0 p.u. The current reaches steady-state
at 32.75 s and the loads are transferred to the main generator at 33.2 s.
Figure 7.13 shows the magnitude of the current infeed from the inverter (Iinv_mag). As
predicted, the voltage magnitudes Va1, Vb1 and Vc1 drops below the threshold of 0.5 p.u.
within half cycle, allowing the inverter to turn itself off with negligible (~0.08 p.u)
current feed into the fault.
Speed behaviors of ML and Mdc for both the processes are shown in Figure 7.14 and
Figure 7.15. In this fault case the motor speed behavior is not affected by the multiple
reclosing attempts by B_Z1. The motors are able to re-accelerate at the second
(successful) reclosing at 31.43 s and reaches nominal speed at about 33.5s. When FASR
is used it takes a longer time for the speed of Mdc to reach nominal speed since the pickup
voltage is set at at 0.85 p.u.
The FASR process takes about 3.2 s from the instant when the fault occurred.

7.7. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE CASE: FLT-2
Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17 compares the instantaneous voltage at the load bus-Z1
(Vabc1), load current (Iabc1), phase voltage magnitudes (Va1,Vb1,Vc1) at inverter terminals,
and inverter current magnitude (Iinv) during conventional “hard-reclosing” and during a
fault-aware-soft-restart. Clearly from the plot of instantaneous currents Iline and Iabc1 in
Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17respectively we see that the reclosing transients caused by the
scheduled reclosing of B2 and B3 are completely avoided when FASR is used. The
inverter current is controlled to remain below 1.5 p.u. after the initial transient peak of 2.0
p.u. when it starts supplying power.
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Figure 7.16: Instantaneous voltage at the load bus-Z1 (Vabc1), load current (Iabc1), phase
voltage magnitudes (Va1, Vb1, Vc1) at inverter terminals, and inverter current magnitude
(Iinv) during conventional “hard reclosing” of B2 and B3.
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Figure 7.17: Instantaneous voltage at the load bus-Z1 (Vabc1), load current (Iabc1), phase
voltage magnitudes (Va1, Vb1, Vc1) at inverter terminals, and inverter current magnitude
(Iinv) during fault-aware-soft-restart.
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Also of significant importance is the voltage magnitude at the load bus (Vabc1) during
the fault-aware-soft-restart, which is able to sustain the operation for the motor loads.
This is an advantage since the motors are not allowed to drop-off and decelerate with
each reclosing attempts by B2 and B3 on to the fault. The speed behavior of the motors
ML and Mdc during conventional and fault-aware-soft-restart is compared in Figure 7.18
and Figure 7.19.
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Figure 7.18: Speed of motors ML and Mdc during the fault case: Flt-2 with conventional
reclosing.
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Figure 7.19: Speed of motors ML and Mdc during the fault case: Flt-2 with fault-awaresoft-restart.
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7.8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
For a ship system the most important issue is the continuous operation of the system
and its redundancy. Replacements and availability of redundant equipment being almost
nil in a ship system, damage or loss of line equipment cannot be afforded during the
restoration process. A new method for a robust, fast and safe service restoration for a
zonal load in the ship MVAC system is presented in this chapter. An energy storage
system that is co-located with the zonal loads is used to carry out a controlled
energization of the load zone followed by a seamless transfer of the loads back to the
main bus. A current-fed voltage control is used to control the inverter current during the
restoration process. Two fault locations are considered for the test system which is
representative of a section of the ship MVAC system. For the cases: Flt-1 and Flt-2,
starting inrush current transients are reduced by over 40% and 50% respectively. By
measuring the phase voltage magnitudes at the inverter terminals for detecting the
presence of a fault condition, a possible fault-feeding and safety hazard is avoided. For
the study cases in this work, the restoration process is completed within a few seconds
(0.48 s for Flt-2, and 3.2 s for Flt-1) compared to the conventional restoration process
which may take a few minutes to few hours, and may require additional human
intervention. Table 7.3 summarizes the benefits of a fault-aware-soft-restart compared to
the conventional power restoration method presently in practice in the ship MVAC
system [74].
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Table 7.3: Benefits of Fault-Aware-Soft-Restart Compared to the Conventional Service
Restoration Method in a Ship System
Conventional Method for Post-Fault
Service Restoration

Fault Aware Soft Restart Method

Reclosing transients and starting inrush Avoids reclosing current transients and consequent
currents may cause motor stalling and voltage drop. Starting inrush current is kept to a
subsequent restoration failure.
minimum. Service restoration is carried out in a
seamless manner.
Multiple reclosing attempts by CBs The process only allows a synchronous reclosing of
(close-open
operations)
degrade CBs, and close-open operations of CBs are avoided
equipment reliability and lifetime.
by utilizing a fault detection incorporated in the
ESS.
Unnecessary load shedding is imminent Robust restoration method and starting inrush
since starting inrush currents are not currents are controlled.
controlled when starting the loads with
limited generation capacity.
The process may take up few minutes to The method only takes a few seconds and safety is
several hours to ensure safety of ensured by avoiding reclosing on to a faulted circuit.
operating
personnel
and
avoid
equipment damage.
Increased manning requirement.

The process is fully automated, and no human
intervention is necessary.

Distributed energy storage systems in future electric ships can be exploited to provide a
fault-aware-soft-restart of vital loads following a fault, to improve system reliability and
survivability.
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CHAPTER 8
8. MODELING THE DISTRIBUTED GENERATION POWER SYSTEM DURING

SERVICE RESTORATION.
This chapter describes the method to model the electrical characteristics of a microgrid
/ a facility island / group of islands during service restoration following an interruption.
Characterizing the load behavior during different stages of power restoration is very
important to estimate the inverter size, energy-storage capacity and consequently its
placement in the power system [75]-[76]. An accurate system model which is able to
predict the electrical behavior during the different stages of service restoration will enable
us to devise the appropriate algorithm for operating the energy storage system. The
algorithm will be actuated by the following set of prioritized operation:
1. Feasibility of successful islanding. This will generally depend upon the energy
storage capacity and the size of the microgrid / island.
2. Effectiveness and power quality benefits for surrounding customers when the softrestart process is used for power restoration. This will depend upon multiple
factors, mainly: load characteristics, utility generation capacity and load demand
during the time of restoration.
The model will also enable us to perform a parametric study to determine the
appropriate configuration and algorithm for the energy storage system based on the load
(island) size and load characteristics. Load size is also a function of geographical area,
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while load characteristics depend on the system type: residential or industrial.

8.1. CIRCUIT LOAD CHARACTERIZATION
In the first stage, load characteristics and the percent of each type of load connected to
each distribution circuit must be estimated. Generally, these load levels are for peak load
conditions, that is, peak winter-heating or peak summer-cooling loads. Knowledge of
diversity factors for each type of load is necessary to characterize the load behavior
during power restoration. If it is anticipated that one-half of all air-conditioning loads will
be operating during peak load conditions, then a diversity factor of 50% would be
assigned to air-conditioning loads [21].
Table 8.1 shows the major types of loads (Pi) in any facility categorized according to
their assigned diversity factor (Di), percentage weight in the circuit (xi) and the cold load
pickup (CLPU) factor Ci. The values given in brackets are the typical values for a
distribution circuit with predominately residential type of loads during winter (heating)
season.
Table 8.1: Load type, Load Diversity Factor, Cold Load Pickup Factor for a residential
type load during winter (heating) season [21].
Load type
(Pi)

Area Lighting (Pl)
Resistive Space Heater (Psh)
Heat Pumps (Php)
Heat Pump Resistive Heater (Phpr)
Air Conditioner (Pac)
Miscellaneous Small Motors (Pms)
Large Industrial Motors (PmL)
Other Loads (P0)
Total

Load
Diversity
Factor
(D)
Dl (1.0)
Dsh (0.5)
Dhp (0.5)
Dhpr (0.2)
Dac (0.5)
Dms (0.25)
DmL (1.0)
D0 (1.0)
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% Circuit
Load
(x)
xl (10%)
xsh (25%)
xhp (25%)
xhpr (10%)
xac (0%)
xms (10%)
xmL (10%)
x0 (10%)
100%

CLPU factor
C = x/D %
(With loss of
load diversity)
Cl (10%)
Csh (50%)
Chp (50%)
Chpr (50%)
Cac (0%)
Cms (40%)
CmL (0%)*
C0 (10%)
210%

*Generally expected, large industrial motors automatically shut off when power is lost.
The basic distinction between a residential and an industrial (or any other) facility is the
total percentage of small and large motors in the system. We define the parameter XM to
denote the percentage of small and large motor loads in the system as:
(8.1)

∑
Where:

{

}

For the residential type load distribution shown in Table 8.1,

(8.2)

= 20%.

To characterize the load distribution in a circuit (B), based on a known load distribution
in circuit (A), we use the following equation:

(

)(

(8.3)

)

Where,

{

}

(8.4)

is the percentage of the circuit loads for system B, and
is the percentage of small and large motor loads in system B which has to be
known primarily.
With the new load distribution calculated, we can then determine the cold-load-pickup
factor

for the new circuit as:
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(8.5)

This factor will enable us to estimate the restoration current flowing into the circuit.

8.1.1. CALCULATION OF LOAD PICKUP CURRENT DURING DIFFERENT
STAGES OF LOAD RESTORATION
In this step the total circuit current and time dependent current variation are evaluated.
In general, four specific time intervals are considered for evaluating the current draw:


T1 : This period lasts about 10-15 cycles and characterizes initial circuit
energization which includes inrush current to all connected loads.



T2 : This period is a 0.2 s inrush which characterizes circuit load as miscellaneous
small motors are transitioning from starting to running.



T3 : This period of about 2 s characterizes the time at which steady state current
has been established.



T4 : This period is about 15 min, which characterizes a sustained circuit load
operation before load diversity of the bulk system begins to recover.

In this research we are only concerned about the first three time periods of T1, T2 and
T3, during which the energy storage system is used to establish the steady state current
into the circuit load. The inrush current magnitudes during the three time periods vary
with the type of loads. We define the current magnitudes during the different time periods
with the typical values for a residential type system in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.2: Multiple of steady state current for different load types during the three inrush
intervals.
Load type
(Pi)

Multiple of steady state current

Area Lighting (Pl)
Resistive Space Heater (Psh)
Heat Pumps (Php)
Heat Pump Resistive Heater (Phpr)
Air Conditioner (Pac)
Miscellaneous Small Motors (Pms)
Large Industrial Motors (PmL)
Other Loads (P0)

2-8
1
5-8
1
5-8
5-8

1
1
1
1
1
5-8

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
5-8
1

We can now calculate the total circuit current during each period as follows:
∑

(8.6)

∑

(8.7)

∑

(8.8)

Above equations (8.6)-(8.8) allows us to calculate the load pick up current of facility-B
for the different stages of load restoration.
Now, it can easily be recognized that, it the soft-restart is used to re-energize the loads
in facility-B, the load pick-up current during the 3 stages can be calculated as:

∑

∑

Where:
denotes the set of loads that will draw 1 p.u.current during that period
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(8.9)

And,

Since the inverter current is controlled to a predefined reference (

p.u.) so the

loads which generally draws more than 1 p.u. (Pl, Php,Pac,Pms) current are now defined by
.

8.1.2. POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT FOR EACH STAGES
Once the values of currents are known, the power flow into the circuit at each stage can
easily be calculated. For the conventional reclosing process of facility-B, the power
requirements are:
(8.10)

(8.11)
(8.12)
And for the soft restart, the power flowing into facility-B at different stages:
(8.13)

Since the voltage is adjusted using the current flowing into the facility, so unlike the
conventional restoration process, voltage is a function of time, whereas the current (

)

is maintained constant. The nominal voltage will be established within the time period
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The energy requirement for the conventional restoration process can now be easily
calculated (for comparison purpose) using the following:
∫

∫

(8.14)

(8.15)

(8.16)

∫

Similarly for soft-restart, the energy requirement during re-energization is:
(8.17)

∫

8.2. POWER SYSTEM MODEL WITH MULTIPLE ISLANDS POWERED BY
ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
For the purpose of evaluating power quality indices and subsequently define the
operational algorithm for ESSs, the energy storage system – powered facility islands in
context with its surrounding power system has to be modeled. Figure 8.1 shows a generic
structure of a distributed generation power system comprised of multiple facility islands.
The islands (or microgrids) can be powered by a single substation source, or by
individual energy storage systems (ESSs).

8.2.1. EFFECT ON SUPPLY VOLTAGE DURING POWER RESTORATION
To estimate the effects on the substation voltage Vsub, we can use the following
equation:
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I2
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(P1)

Z1
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Figure 8.1. N number of facilities connected to the same substation source.

[

]*
√

Where,

,

p.u.

(8.18)

√

√

….. ; and

are the facility size and voltage levels

of each facility respectively.
are the current drawn by each facility during the time period T1.
Figure 8.2 shows the voltage magnitude at the substation vs the combined load power
of the facilities estimated using (8.18). For this plot we only considered 3 facilities, the
load power of which are varied from 0 to 10 MW. The dotted line denotes the commonly
used load drop-off threshold Vth = 0.9 p.u.
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Figure 8.2. Plot of substation voltage during T1 vs total load power of the facilities for
the system shown in Figure 8.1, with N=3.
Considering the voltage threshold value Vth we can define the maximum load size that
can be carried by the substation source without trespassing the threshold as:

∑

∑
√

(8.19)

Where k = 1,2,…. N, denotes the number of facilities fed by the substation.
ZS : is the substation source impedance including the impedance of the step-down
transformer.

8.2.2. ENERGY REQUIREMENT
The energy required for carrying out a soft-restart for a single or a group of facilities is
given by:
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∫

Where

(∑

)

(8.20)

is the total load supported by the energy storage system during

restoration period Tramp.
For each facility the required power during start-up can be calculated using (8.13).
For comparison we can also estimate the energy required from the utility for the three
different stages of power restoration:
(8.21)

∑

(8.22)

∑

(8.23)

∑

Where

are calculated using (8.10)-(8.12).
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CHAPTER 9
9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

9.1. CONCLUSION
This dissertation introduces a new method for operating an inverter interfaced energy
storage system to provide a controlled and automated power restoration functionality for
restoring power to a facility or a microgrid. One of the biggest drawbacks of operating an
ESS in the event of a fault is the regulatory constraints which restricts its operational
capabilities. These constraints are put into place:
a) To avoid expensive upgrade of line protection equipment in the bulk power system
for every new installment of DERs.
b) To allow reclosers to have “single-shot” type designs to operate in a live-bus/deadline condition and avoid asynchronous reclosure on to motor residual voltages.
Also DERs power rating being comparatively smaller than that of the substation, are
generally not equipped with power restoration functionality to pre-energize a “dead”
load-zone in a controlled manner so that the problems associated with starting inrush and
load pick-up currents cannot be avoided. This research developed the method to operate
an inverter-coupled energy storage as a self-controlled power source capable of providing
a fast, safe and controlled power restoration for a facility island. The applicability and
effectiveness of this method is shown for an industrial and an offshore power system. The
condition to avoid significant current feed into the fault is discussed and used to develop
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a simple fault-detection algorithm based on local voltage measurement. An industrial
facility and a shipboard power system both of which are comprised of a large number of
motors and drives, and are most affected by power disruptions are considered.
Using appropriate controls for the power electronic interface (inverter) the developed
energy storage system can effect an automatic and seamless transition between islanded
and grid-connected modes of operation. In addition to the protected fault-ride-through
operation, the developed algorithm is capable of controlling the starting inrush currents to
a predefined value during the restoration process. The controlled restoration is followed
by a seamless transfer of the loads / island to the main source or substation.
For the example industrial power system current transients during automatic reclosing
of line CBs, starting inrush and corresponding voltage dip effects on system loads and
equipment due to motor starting are minimized. A current-fed voltage control is used to
control the inverter current during the restoration process. Compared to an across-the-line
start, the soft-restart method is able to decrease the starting inrush current by 67%. The
total time required for completion of the SR process is about 1 s compared to 30-45 mins
required for a manual restart. Since process downtime is avoided, associated costs and
complications such as safety, “clean-up” time, etc. arising due to manual restarts are also
avoided. The effectiveness of this method and the results are shown in Chapter-6.
The method is then extended to incorporate a fault–detection capability into the inverter
to prevent a possible fault-feeding and avoid safety hazards. Phase voltage magnitudes
are measured from the inverter terminals to detect a fault condition. The detection scheme
is used and applied in the ship MVAC power system to provide a complete “FaultAware-Soft-Restart” algorithm. The method and the results are shown in Chapter-7.
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Unnecessary close-open operations of circuit breakers that generate current transients and
degrade equipment reliability are avoided. Two fault locations are considered for the test
system and the starting inrush current transients are reduced by over 40% in both the
cases. Also for the study cases, the restoration process is completed within a few seconds
compared to the conventional restoration process which may take a few minutes to few
hours.
This dissertation also shows the method to model a distribution circuit with multiple
facilities by which power quality indices can be estimated with and without the use of
energy storage system with soft-restart capability. Transient behavior of a particular load
zone or a facility can be characterized using this method. Power and energy requirements
can be estimated for the energy storage system connected at a particular location. Optimal
sizing, placement and desired benefits can be estimated using this approach.

9.2. FUTURE WORK
This dissertation is able to generate multiple research directions for the future. The
major ones are listed as follows:


Extend the distributed generation system model to estimate energy requirement and
inverter size for different types of facilities: residential and industrial. This will also
lead to estimating the application range in terms of geographical area / system size.



Extend the fault-detection algorithm applicable to utility distribution system to be
able to detect line-line, line-to-ground and 3-phase-to-ground faults reliably.



Modify the synchronizing algorithm, to accelerate the synchronizing process. In this
case the inverter-controlled voltage will reach the steady-state and a “phase-matched”
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condition simultaneously.


Use the distributed generation system model to estimate power quality and reliability
indices for a given set of facilities or microgrids with and without the use of energy
storage system with soft-restarting capability. This will be able to predict returnbenefits for installation of an energy storage system for a particular facility.
The final goal of developing a self-controlled energy storage system for a distributed

generation scenario is to ensure full flexibility in terms of power management as well as
to make it appear harmless or “indistinguishable” to its surrounding power system
customers and utility. This research has shown the approach to mitigate the two major
problems that hinders the widespread installment of inverter coupled DGs, which are:
current infeed causing desensitization of protection relays and difficulty in power
restoration following an interruption.
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